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1 Warranty Information for the User 
Hamilton Company warrants this equipment1 to be free of any defects in both material and workmanship 

for 12 months from the date of receipt. The warranty does not cover normal wear and tear of the syringes, 

valves or other equipment. The warranty is extended to the buyer of record on the original purchase order 

to Hamilton Company. Hamilton Company or an authorized Hamilton representative will repair or replace, 

at its option free of charge to the buyer at a normal place of business or at a Hamilton repair facility, any 

part(s) under proper and normal use prove to be defective during the warranty period. Abuse or 

unauthorized replacement of parts, modifications or adjustments performed by any other entity than 

Hamilton Company or its assigned representative will void this warranty. 

This warranty gives the user specific rights. No other warranties, expressed or implied, including 

implications of warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular product, are made. Hamilton 

Company’s liability on the sale of all products shall be limited to repair, replacement or refund of price of 

any defective product.2 

Hamilton Company endeavors to provide prompt and satisfactory service. 

1. All Hamilton Company valves are warranted to be free of defects in material and workmanship at 

the time of delivery.  

2. Hamilton Company reserves the right to refuse the return of any instrument or valve that has been 

used with radioactive, microbiological substances or any other material that may be deemed 

hazardous to employees of Hamilton Company. 

©2020 Hamilton Company. All rights reserved.  

Microsoft, Windows, Visual Studio, Visual C# and Visual Basic are registered trademarks of Microsoft 

Corporation in the United States and other countries. 

 LabVIEW is a trademark of National Instruments. Neither Hamilton Company, nor any software programs 

or other goods or services offered by Hamilton Company, are affiliated with, endorsed by or sponsored by 

National Instruments.  

All other trademarks are owned and/or registered by Hamilton Company in the U.S. and/or other 

countries. 
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2 Instruction to the User  
This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a class B digital device, pursuant 

to Part 15, Federal Communication Commission (FCC) Rules. These limits are designed to provide 

reasonable protection against harmful interference in an installation. This equipment generates, uses and 

can radiate radio frequency energy, and if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may 

cause harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that interference 

will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or 

television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged 

to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following measures: 

➢ Turn the Microlab® 700 Off and On to determine whether it is generating interference. 

➢ Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna. 

➢ Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver. 

➢ Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is 

connected. 

➢ Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help. 

 

This equipment has been verified to comply with the limits for a class B computing device, pursuant to FCC 

Rules. In order to maintain compliance with the FCC regulations, shielded cables must be used with this 

equipment. Operation with non-approved equipment or unshielded cables is likely to result in interference 

to radio and TV reception. The user is cautioned that changes and modifications made to the equipment 

without the approval of the manufacturer could void the user’s authority to operate this equipment. 
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4 Welcome 
Welcome to the World of Hamilton Precision Instruments, 

 

Congratulations to user’s purchase of a Hamilton Microlab 700 instrument. Hamilton Microlab 700 is a 

versatile, semi-automatic, precision liquid handler. This family of instruments offers single or dual syringe 

units that function as dispensers, diluters and continuous dispensers.  

The Microlab 700 functions on the principle of liquid/liquid displacement. At the heart of each Microlab 

700 is a precise stepper drive motor combined with our uniquely designed Gastight® syringes. The result 

is a precise and accurate instrument that is very easy to set up and operate.  

Proper handling and maintenance of user’s new Microlab 700 will increase the lifespan of user’s 

instrument. To learn about proper care and maintenance of user’s investment, please take the time to 

read this manual, including the warranty information.  

Hamilton Company would like to thank you for purchase of the Microlab 700.   
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5 Intended Use 
 

The Microlab 700 family of instruments are bench top devices designed for precision liquid handling. These 

units are intended for indoor laboratory use by technician grade personnel. These units are also designed 

for industrial purposes with an emphasis on continuous dispensing in an unattended mode. 
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6 About the Microlab® 700 Manuals  

6.1 Microlab 700 Manual 

This manual contains information on operating the Advanced and Premium controller software. 

6.2 LyncStore 700 Manual 

This manual contains information about LyncStore 700 software. LyncStore 700 is a software for data 

collection, visualization, and management of the Microlab 700 Premium instrument. It enables device 

connectivity via HTTP and LIMS connection. LyncStore meets 21 CFR Part 11 and FDA GMP/GLP 

requirements making it a valuable addition to regulated labs or labs with increased security protocols. For 

LIMS integration, this manual contains information on communicating with the instrument through REST-

API.  

 

After reading these manuals user should be able to properly operate Microlab 700. 
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7 Conventions Used in this Manual 
 

Throughout this manual, symbols are used to call attention to various kinds of information. 

 
WARNING! Information that is essential for avoiding personal injury is flagged with the 
International Warning Symbol. 

 

 
Biohazard: Information that is relating to interactions with biohazards. 

 

 
Important! Information that is essential for avoiding damage to equipment. 

 

 
Note: Interesting information or information that can help improve system performance. 
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8 Introduction 
This chapter provides a brief overview of the Microlab 700 instrument. The Advanced Microlab 700 

Controller features a touchscreen with a custom designed user interface (UI). The UI will enable a variety 

of advanced applications and Custom Method programs. 

8.1 Introduction of the Microlab 700 

The Microlab 700 Series is a family of high precision syringe pumps designed to simplify common 
dispensing and diluting tasks in a variety of research environments. Common components of a 
Microlab 700 pump include a controller, a syringe pump base unit, and an application-specific fluid path. 

8.2 Microlab 700 Part Number Nomenclature 

Each Microlab 700 Series part number describes the type of controller, type of syringe pump base 
unit, and type of application specific fluid path. Below is a discussion of how a Microlab 700 part 
number is created. 
Microlab 700 Series Part Number: ML6X1X2-XXX3 
 

X1 

This digit defines the controller type. There are three standard controller types. 
This system includes a Basic controller. 
This system includes a Basic controller plus the Advanced upgrade kit. The upgrade kit comes 
with a proprietary SD card that adds memory to the controller and unlocks the Wizard and 
Custom Method functionality. 
This system does not include a controller. This system must be connected to a PC running 
custom developed software. A CD containing the Application Programming Interface (API) is 
provided along with a programming manual and example programs in LabVIEW™, Visual Basic®, 
and Visual C#®. 

X2 

This digit defines the syringe pump base unit. There are two pump types. 
Each pump comes with the appropriate valves pre-installed. 
This system includes a single syringe base unit with a standard input and output valve. 
This system includes a dual syringe base unit with Universal Valves installed. 

XXX3 
These letters define the tubing and hand probes that are shipped with the system to 
accomplish a defined application. 
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8.3 Microlab 700 Hardware Setups 

There are four major hardware setups possible with the Microlab 700. Below is a brief description of 
each setup describing the intended use for each configuration. 

 

Note: The Microlab 700 is compatible with syringes from 10 μL to 50 mL. To achieve the 
highest level of accuracy, the proper syringe should be selected for the range of dispense volumes to 
be performed (see Section 2.4.2). For example, the proper syringe size to use for dispensing 
250 μL, 500 μL, 750 μL and 1 mL from a single instrument setup would be a 1 mL syringe. This is the 
smallest syringe that can be programmed to accomplish all four desired dispense volumes. When 
selecting a syringe the volumes to be dispensed should fall between 10% and 100% of the nominal 
syringe volume for a 1 mL syringe that would be between 100 μL and 1 mL. Smaller volumes are 
possible with a slight loss in accuracy and precision (see Section 2.4.2). 

 

8.3.1 Single Syringe Dispenser Setup 

The Single Syringe Dispenser setup is designed to dispense precise volumes of liquid from a 
reservoir out through a hand probe. There is a single valve that connects the syringe to tubing. 
When the valve rotates it connects the syringe to the input or the output tubing. The input tubing 
connects the syringe to a reservoir of liquid. The output tubing connects the syringe to a hand 
probe. At the press of a button, the valve will position to the input so the syringe can fill with a 
user defined volume of liquid from the reservoir. A second push of a button will dispense the user 
defined volume from the tip of the hand probe. 
A brief animation of “How a Microlab 700 Dispenser Works” can be found at 
www.hamiltoncompany.com/microlab700. 

8.3.2 Dual Syringe Diluter Setup 

The Dual Syringe Diluter setup is ideally designed to perform dilutions. The two syringes operate as one to 

accurately draw the sample (right syringe) and diluent (left syringe) into the system before dispensing the 

two liquids into a final container where they mix to complete the dilution. This application could be 

accomplished with a single syringe system, but the dilution range would be limited to the volume range of 

a single syringe. With two syringes it is possible to use a 50 mL and a 10 µL syringe to draw up the sample. 

With this setup it is possible to perform a 50,000-fold dilution in a single step. When compared to Class A 

glassware, this is an incredible saver in buffers and time.  
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The basic dilution method involves priming the entire system with diluent. Next, the right syringe draws 

sample into the hand probe. The sample is completely contained in the dispense tubing and never comes 

into contact with the right syringe. At the same time the sample is drawn, the left syringe fills with diluent 

from the reservoir. Next, the two syringes dispense their entire volume out through the hand probe. The 

sample is dispensed from the tubing followed by the diluent which washes out the tubing and prepares 

the system for the next dilution.  

A brief animation of “How a Microlab 700 Diluter Works” can be found in the video section of the Microlab 

700 controller. 

 

8.3.3 Dual Syringe Dispenser Setup 

The Dual Syringe Dispenser setup has the same capabilities as two Single Syringe Dispensers that receive 

commands from a single controller. Instead of one valve and one syringe like the Single Syringe Dispenser 

there are two pairs of syringes and valves. Each pair works independently of the other, meaning that each 

can be setup with a different volume syringe and can be programmed to dispense a different volume of 

liquid. The fluid paths are maintained completely separate so liquid in the left syringe will not mix with 

liquid in the right syringe until the two liquids are dispensed out the end of the hand probe. This setup is 

ideal for applications like epoxy dispensing where no mixing should occur until the proper quantities of 

each liquid have been dispensed.  

A brief animation of “How a Microlab 700 Dispenser Works” can be found in the video section of the 

Microlab 700 controller. 

 

8.3.4 Continuous Dispenser Setup 

The Continuous Dispenser setup is designed to eliminate the time wasted waiting for the syringe to refill 

between dispenses. This dual syringe system automatically fills one syringe while the other syringe is 

dispensing. Since there is always one full syringe the wait time is eliminated. This setup effectively cuts the 

work time of the Syringe Dispenser setup in half without sacrificing accuracy and precision by increasing 

the syringe speed. This setup requires that both the left and the right syringes are the same volume.  

A brief animation of “How a Microlab 700 Dispenser Works” can be found in the video section of the 

Microlab 700 controller. 

8.4 Safety Precautions 

For proper handling and care of the Microlab 700, it is essential that operating and service personnel follow 

general safety procedures and safety instructions described in this manual. Service maintenance must only 

be performed by an authorized service technician. 

8.4.1 General Safety Information 

The Microlab 700 should be placed in a location where personnel have easy access to the front, back, and 

sides for ease of operation and maintenance. Before operating the instrument, determine the amount of 

space user will need for their Microlab 700. Cleaning, dismantling, and/or performing maintenance on the 

Microlab 700 should only be performed by properly trained personnel who are aware of possible dangers. 

Only certified repair technicians are authorized to perform mechanical maintenance on the Microlab 700. 
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When transporting the Microlab 700 for repair or shipment it should be properly packaged inside the 

original shipping container. All Microlab 700 instruments that are sent back to Hamilton Company for 

repair must be decontaminated before they are shipped. Only the original approved parts and accessories 

may be used with the Microlab 700. Any alterations or modifications to the instrument may be dangerous 

and will void the warranty. 

8.4.2 Operating the Microlab 700 

When using the Microlab 700, Good Laboratory Practices (GLP) should be observed. Users should wear 

protective clothing, safety glasses, and protective gloves, especially if working with radioactive, 

biohazardous, or harsh chemicals. 

During the operation of a Microlab 700, stand clear of moving parts. Never try to remove valves, 

syringes, or tubing when the Microlab 700 syringe drive mechanism is moving. Never move the 

Microlab 700 while it is in operation. 

If an accidental spill occurs, turn the instrument OFF and wipe it down with the appropriate 

disinfectant or chemical. Remember to take into account the nature of the spill and the necessary 

safety precautions. 

8.4.3 Electrical 

The Microlab 700 must be turned OFF and disconnected from the power source when removing any 

mechanical or electrical components. 

Do not connect the unit to a power source of any other voltage (see Appendix B for appropriate 

power cords) or frequency beyond the range stated on the power rating. Check to make sure the 

appropriate power cord for user’s country was received. 

Avoid damaging the power cord while operating the instrument. Do not bend excessively, step on, 

or place heavy objects on the power cord. A damaged power cord may easily become a shock or 

fire hazard. Never use a damaged power cord. Only connect the Microlab 700 to a grounded outlet. 

8.4.4 Radioactive, Biohazardous, or Harsh Chemicals 

 

Biohazard: The Microlab 700 does not provide any user protection against radioactivity, 
biohazardous, or harsh chemicals. 

 

When operating the Microlab 700, wear the appropriate laboratory clothing. Operators must 

be trained to handle hazardous materials before working with them in conjunction with the Microlab 

700 pump. If the Microlab 700 becomes contaminated with radioactive, biohazardous, 

or harsh chemicals, it should be cleaned immediately, see Chapter 5 for maintenance procedures. 

Failure to observe and carry out the procedures may impair or damage the Microlab 700. Materials 

consumed or produced during use of this device should be disposed of in accordance with local, 

state, and federal laws. 
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9 Hardware Setup 
This chapter provides detailed information on the features and installation of the Microlab 700 hardware. 

9.1 Overview of Microlab 700 Parts List 

The Microlab 700 instruments come complete with everything needed to get started. 
For replacement parts, please refer to Appendix B Replacement Parts and Accessories. 
Optional hand probes are also available and can be found in Appendix C. 
Unpack the Microlab 700 and verify that all parts have been received. The parts list for each family 
of instruments is displayed in the tables below. 

Instrument Part 
Number 

Drive Unit Part 
Number 

Controller Part 
Number 

Controller 
Upgrade Kit Part 
Number 

Probe and Tubing 
Kit Description 

ML710-DIS Single Syringe 
71501-01 

71500-05 N/A Single Dispense 
Kit 

ML715-DIL Dual Syringe 
71502-01 

71500-05 N/A Diluter Kit 

ML715-DIS Dual Syringe 
71502-01 

71500-05 N/A Dual Dispense Kit 

ML715-CNT Dual Syringe 
71502-01 

71500-05 N/A Continuous 
Dispense Kit 

ML720-DIS Single Syringe 
71501-01 

71500-05 71500-02 Single Dispense 
Kit 

ML725-DIL Dual Syringe 
71502-01 

71500-05 71500-02 Diluter Kit 

ML725-DTHP Dual Syringe 
71502-01 

71500-05 71500-02 DTHP Diluter Kit 

ML725-DIS Dual Syringe 
71502-01 

71500-05 71500-02 Dual Dispense Kit 

ML725-CNT Dual Syringe 
71502-01 

71500-05 71500-02 Continuous 
Dispense Kit 

ML730 Single Syringe 
71501-01 

N/A 71500-03 N/A 

ML735 Dual Syringe 
71502-01 

N/A 71500-03 N/A 

 

 

Note: Each unit will come with the Basic Manual (P/N 61440-01), the power supply 
(P/N 61092-01) and user selected power cord (see Appendix B). The system will also ship with 
one syringe per syringe drive which can be user selected at the time the instrument is 
purchased. 
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Part Number Description Upgrade Kit 

  71500-02 71500-03 

71495-01 LyncStore 700 CD ✓ ✓ 

71257-01 SD Card ✓ - 

71497-01 USB Stick ✓ - 

71441-01 Premium Controller Manual ✓ - 

54308-01 2 x Ethernet Cable - ✓ 

71501-01 QR Code Reader   

71502-01 Dot Matrix Log Printer   

71503-01 Dot Matrix Paper Rolls   

71504-01 Dot Matrix Ink Band   

71505-01 Thermo Log Printer   

71506-01 Thermo Printer Paper Rolls   

71507-01 RFID Card Reader   

71508-01 Keyboard   

71509-01 Mouse   

71510-01 Label Printer   

71511-01 Label Printer Paper Rolls   

71512-01 LyncStore 700 One-Click Offline Server   
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9.2 Selecting the Proper Location 

When selecting a location for Microlab 700, choose an area that is clean, dry, level, and away from 

hazardous chemicals, radiation, and/or hazardous biological substances. Leave enough space around the 

unit for ventilation. Make sure there is a power source nearby to connect the power cord. 

9.3 Description of Drive Unit Components 

The drive unit is the heart of the Microlab 700. The drive unit contains a precision drive motor, the syringe 

drive mechanism, the valve assembly, syringe selection button, prime button, power button, and hand 

probe receptacles. 

This section will show a detailed diagram of the front and back of the Microlab 700 single and dual syringe 

drive units and provide a description of the buttons and port receptacles required to operate the Microlab 

700. 

9.3.1 Description of the Front View of the Drive Units 

 

9.3.2 Valve Actuator 

The valve actuator turns the valve at the appropriate time to fill and dispense solutions. A variety of 

valves can be mounted to the valve actuator. See Section 2.4.1 for valve installation instructions. 
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9.3.3 Probe Receptacle 

There are two probe receptacles for this unit, and they are located on the upper left and upper right 

side of the instrument. User may insert a hand probe or foot switch to either probe receptacle. When 

a signal is received by the pump through the probe receptacle it is triggered to perform the next 

action in the current method. 

9.3.4 Syringe Drive 

The syringe drive mechanism positions Hamilton precision syringes with high-resolution stepper 

motors. The syringes are threaded into the valve and the plunger is attached to the syringe drive 

with a thumbscrew. See Section 2.4.2 for installing the syringes. 
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9.3.5 Description of the Rear View of the Drive Units 

 

 

WARNING! The Ethernet port is Power Over Ethernet (POE) supplied. When connecting the Microlab 700 pump to a 
computer or Microlab 700 controller, the POE MUST be turned Off to avoid damage to the computer. To turn the 
POE Off or On the Microlab 700 must first be turned Off. Next toggle the POE setting by pressing and holding the 
Power button for five 
seconds during power up. The green Ready light will flicker when POE has been turned On or will 
illuminate solid when POE is turned Off. The ready light will then blink slowly until it connects to a 
controller or is initialized. The POE state will be stored in memory so the setting will remain when the 
instrument is turned Off and back On. 
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9.4 Installation of Drive Unit Parts 

In this section the user will learn how to properly install the valve assembly, syringes, tubing, 
Accessory Holder, and the hand probe. 

9.4.1 Installation of the Valve Assembly 

The Microlab 700 uses a universal valve that can support single dispensing, dual dispensing, 

diluting, and continuous dispensing. Each configuration requires unique plumbing, as described in 
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Section 2.4.3. 

9.4.1.1 Mounting a Valve on the Microlab 700 
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9.4.2 Installation of Syringe(s) 
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9.4.2.1 Preparing Syringe(s) for Installation 
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9.4.3 Installation of the Tubing 

The Microlab 700 instrument uses 12- and 18-gauge tubing for dispensing applications. The tubing comes 

in two different types, fill and dispense. The fill tubing has a blunt end and is designed to go into a reservoir 

of liquid. The dispense tubing has a tapered tip and is designed to minimize droplet formation. 

9.4.3.1 Selecting the Proper Tubing 

When selecting the proper tubing, the user needs to consider the syringe volume and viscosity of the 

solutions that are to be used in the Microlab 700. Table 2-7 is a reference guide to help in selecting the 

appropriate tubing size. See Appendix B for information on ordering extra tubing. 
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9.4.3.2 Installing the Tubing 
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9.4.4 Installation of the Accessory Holder 
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9.4.5 Installation of the Hand Probe 

Hand probe receptacles are located on the left and right side of the drive unit; see Figure 2-2 for details. 

The trigger wire for the hand probe or foot switch may be inserted into either of these receptacles. The 

dispense tubing, (12 or 18 gauge) may be threaded through the hand probe. See Appendix C for optional 

hand probes and foot switch. 
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9.5 Installation of Accessories 

9.5.1 Installation of Precision Balances 

 

Analytical and precision balances from manufacturers KERN, Mettler 
Toledo, Ohaus and Sartorius can be connected the the Microlab 700 
instrument. 

Kern ADJ Series 

Kern ABP Series 

Ohaus AX-Series 

Ohaus Advanturer Series 

Mettler Toledo ME-Series 

Mettler Toledo ME-T-Series 

Mettler Toledo PL-E-Series 

Mettler Toledo XP-Series 

Sartorius Practum-Series 

Sartorius Cubis-Series 

Sartorius Quintix-Series 

 

To connect the balance to the Microlab 700 instrument, plug in the 
balance RS232C serial cable into the IOIO Port 1 of the controller. 
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9.5.2 Installation of the Log Printer 

 

Thermo log printer or dot matrix log printer can be connected to the 
Microlab 700 Instrument via RS232C interface. 

Epson TM-T88V Series 

Epson TM-T20III Series 

Epson TM-H6000V Series 

Epson TM-T88V Series 

Epson TM-L90 Series 

Epson TM-U220 Series 

 

Connect the RS232C splitter cable into IOIO Port 2 of the Microlab 700 
controller. 

 

Plug in the log printer into COM5 of the RS232C splitter cable. 
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9.5.3 Installation of Office Network Printers 

 

Smart office printers from HB and Epson are compatible with the 
Microlab 700 instrument. The network printer must be connected via 
WLAN or LAN in the same network. PDF log files can be printed directly 
from the Microlab 700 Instrument. 

HP DeskJet 26x Series 

HP DeskJet 37x Series 

Epson Expression Home 

Epson WorkForce Pro 

 

Printouts are available in Letter or A4 format 

 

9.5.4 Installation of the RFID Card Scanner 

 

The Hamilton RFID scanner can be connected to the Microlab 700 
instrument. With the RFID scanner, an authentication with RFID card 
is possible. 

 

Connect the RFID scanner USB cable with one of the USB ports of the 
Microlab 700 controller. If no USB port is available, a USB hub can be 
used. 
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9.5.5 Installation of the QR Code Scanner 

 

The ZEBRA DS9208 2D QR and 1D barcode reader can be connected 
to the Microlab 700 instrument. With the QR code reader, tracing, 
custom method and favorite labels from Microlab 700 instrument 
can be scanned. This system can be used to meet SOP requirements 
and system integration. 

 

Connect the QR code scanner USB cable with one of the USB ports 
of the Microlab 700 controller. If no USB port is available, a USB hub 
can be used. 

 

9.5.6 Installation of the Label Printer 

 

The label printer is used to print custom method and favorite 
identification labels for the Microlab 700 Instrument.  

 

 

Connect the label printer to the IOIO2 port of the Microlab 700 
instrument. 

 

 

9.6 Controller Unit 

The controller unit is the final piece that is connected to the drive unit. It will connect from the Ethernet 

port on the controller via the controller cord into the Ethernet port on the pump (see Figure 2-3). The 

controller unit will send instructions to the drive unit via a touchscreen interface. 
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9.6.1 Controller Unit Vesa Holder 

 

 

Right view of the vesa holder stand. The vesa holder for the controller 
unit can be placed on top of the Microlab 700 base unit or wall 
mounted. 

 

Front view of the vesa holder stand. 

 

9.6.2 Controller Unit Touch Screen 

 

 
 

7” LED backlight capacitive IPS 
front-touchscreen 
 

• Button top: Empty Syringes 
 

• Button middle: Back 
navigation 

 

• Button bottom: Turn 
touchscreen ON/OFF 
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Empty Syringes can only be used when the user is not inside a wizard or priming utility. Press the 

hardware button to empty the syringes.  

 

Back navigation button does the same as bottom-left button in the toolbar and works program wide.  

 

Turn touchscreen ON/OFF turns the screen backlight on or off on a short button press. On a long button 

press of 3 seconds, a dialog is shown to shut down or reboot the controller. If the user holds this button 

for 10 seconds straight, the controller will shut down completely. Its recommended to shut down the 

controller via dialog. 
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Rear view of the controller 

 

 
 

Connector Interface Function 

IOIO #1 RS232C COM1 Analytical or precision balance 
IOIO #2 RS232C COM2 Label printer, Log printer 
Micro SD card slot Micro SD Slot for SD cards up to 64 GB 
USB-A #1 USB 2.0 host Slot for USB flash drive up to 64 GB 
USB-A #2 USB 2.0 host RFID-scanner, QR code scanner 
RJ-45 #1 LAN-1 100M Microlab 700 base unit 
RJ-45 #2 LAN-2 100M LAN for intranet and internet 
Power Jack IN 24VDC IN Power input from DC power cable 
Power Jack OUT 24VDC OUT, 3A max Power output for Microlab 700 base unit 
SD Slot Micro SD Slot for Micro-SD card on the right side 
Wi-Fi 802.11 a/b/g/n 2.4 GHz Wireless LAN for intranet and internet 
Bluetooth 4.0 2402MHz-2480MHz Used for accessories in future 

 

Power Cord Jack IN 

This port will only be used when the controller is not attached to the Microlab 700 drive unit. 

 

Power Cord Jack OUT 

This port will power the Microlab 700 drive unit. A DC to DC cable is included. 

 

USB HOST and SD Slot 

This slot accepts Hamilton specific SD cards or USB flash drives for installing updates offline. 
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RS232C splitter cable for IOIO #1 connector 
 
The RS232C splitter cable makes two additional 
RS232C ports available: 

• COM 1 for analytical balance 

• COM 4 for log printer 

• COM 5 This port will be used to connect 
future devices that will work with the 
Microlab 700. 

 
Once the controller unit is installed onto the Microlab 700, the hardware installation is complete, and the 

unit is now ready for operation. 
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9.7 Controller and Base unit connectivity 

In terms of Connectivity, the Microlab device can be configured in a few different ways. 

9.7.1 Wireless Setup 

The controller is connected to a base unit and internet via Wi-Fi. No ethernet cable is connected to the 

controller. If the local area network (LAN) has internet access, the device is also connected to internet. 

 

 

9.7.2 Dual LAN Setup 

The controller is connected to the base unit via an ethernet cable. Controller ethernet port 1 is used for 

the base unit. The instrument is also connected to LAN via ethernet port 2. If the local area network (LAN) 

has internet access, the device is also connected to internet. Note that LAN cannot be connected via Wi-

Fi and ethernet in parallel. 
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9.7.3 Single LAN Setup 

The controller is connected to the base unit via an ethernet cable. Controller ethernet port 1 is used for 

the base unit. The instrument is connected to a wireless local network via Wi-Fi. If the local area network 

(LAN) has internet access, the device is also connected to internet. Note that LAN cannot be connected via 

Wi-Fi and ethernet in parallel. 

 

 

9.7.4 LyncStore 700 Offline Setup 

Details about how to connect LyncStore 700 with the Microlab 700 instrument are available in the 

LyncStore 700 user manual. 
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9.7.5 LyncStore 700 Online Setup 

Details about how to connect LyncStore 700 with the Microlab 700 instrument are available in the 

LyncStore 700 user manual. 
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10 Premium Activation 
Premium gives user access to LyncStore 700 that allows to sync data between the cloud and device as well 

as remove configuration. This section will give overview of how to activate premium on Microlab 

Controller. 

 

 

To activate the premium features, the user has to 
enter the software preferences. To do that go to 
main menu. After that, Configuration-Software. 
Following settings screen appears. 

 

Here user should press Activate premium version option. The activation dialog will present. 

 

 
 

The Mac address is unique for each device, it is used to generate License key for a device. In order to 

purchase Premium license, the user must provide vendor with MAC address to receive 5-character 

alphanumeric key. After that, the user should enter key with software keyboard and press Activate.  

If the key is correct, premium is activated. 
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11 Overview of Screens and Buttons 
 

This chapter will describe the features of the seven major screen types that are used throughout the user 

interface. 

11.1 Splash Screen 

This is the boot up screen that will appear when 
the pump is powered ON. The boot up will take 
approximately 30 seconds. Activity will be 
indicated by green lights that move across the 
bottom of the screen. During the boot up the 
screen will go black for a few seconds. Upon 
return it is possible to double tap the screen to 
enter the screen calibration mode referenced in 
Section 4.3.1.1. Once the system finishes loading, 
it will start on the Main Menu screen. 

 

 

11.2 Icon Screens 

The Icon Screens are used for basic 

navigation through the user interface. 
General screens like the Main Menu 

will most commonly use this screen 

design to graphically show all possible 

navigation options. 
Icon Buttons are used to provide the 

major navigation from function to function 

within the user interface. 
 

 

11.3 Run Screens 

This screen enables control and monitoring of all aspects of the pump’s activities. Buttons and 

Icons are used to change the  Parameters and Indicators, they are designed to give current and future 

status of the pump. 
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Valve Position 
Indicator 

 
Parameter 

Adjustment Button 
 
 
 
 
 

Syringe Position 
Indicator 

 
 

Back Button  

Valve Move 
Indicator 
 
 
 
Syringe Direction 
Indicator 
 
 
 
 
Auto Refil Icon 
 
Small Icon 
Buttons 

 

11.3.1 Valve Position Indicator 

This indicator shows the current valve position and the fluid path. 

11.3.2 Parameter Adjustment Button 

This button shows the current dispense setting. The exact function for these buttons will be defined in 

greater detail in the Quick Start section of this manual. 

11.3.3 Syringe Position Indicator 

This indicator shows the current syringe position graphically and in a numeric volume. 

11.3.4 Back Button 

This button takes the user back to the previous screen. 

11.3.5 Small Icon Buttons 

These buttons provide additional functionality to the Run screen. The exact function for these buttons will 

be defined in greater detail in the Quick Start section of this manual. 

11.3.6 Auto Refill Icon 

This icon can be toggled “ON” and “OFF”. When the icon is labeled “ON” the syringes automatically refill 

when they are empty. When the icon is labeled “OFF” the syringes will not refill until they are triggered by 

the hand probe or the “Run” icon. 

11.3.7 Syringe Direction Indicator 

This indicator shows the direction the syringe will move in the next step. If there is not an arrow, the 

syringe will not be moving in the next step. 
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11.3.8 Valve Move Indicator 

This indicator shows the current valve position and the position where the valve will move in the next step. 

If the indictor says “Ready” the valve will not move in the next step. 

11.3.9 Valve Position Indicator Drawings 
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11.4 Data Entry Screens 

The Data Entry Screens provide a means to input 
values for several grouped parameters. The values 
that can be changed are displayed together in a 
table format. Only the highlighted row from the 
table can be edited using the Change buttons. 

 

 

11.5 Pop-up Control 

The Pop-up Control appears as a modal window 
within the current screen. All buttons outside of 
the modal window will be disabled until the 
“Accept” or “Cancel” button is pressed to close 
the modal. This control is used to select values 
from a list of options. 

 

 

11.6 Numeric Keypad 

The screen will appear when changing a numeric value. The screen will initially display the current 

parameter value. There is no need to clear the current value. It will be automatically deleted once a 

keypad button is pressed. 
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11.6.1 Value Indicator 

This indicator displays the current value that will be stored when the Enter button is pressed. 

11.6.2  Keypad Buttons 

These buttons are used to add and clear numbers from the Value Indicator. 

11.6.3 Range Indicator 

For most parameters, only specific values are acceptable. The Range Indicator displays the valid values for 

the parameter that is currently selected. If a value is entered outside of that range the font color will turn 

red until an allowed value is entered. 
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12 User Interface Flow Chart 
 

The flow chart below shows the relationship between the major screens in the Microlab 700 Advanced 

user interface. The Main Menu screen provides access to all other screens within the user interface. Press 

the icon buttons on the Main Menu screen to navigate through the interface. Press the Back button to 

return to the previous screen. 
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13 Configuration Settings 

 

This section will discuss how to properly setup the Microlab 700 device 

 

The configuration settings have the following submenus: 

• Hardware Configuration 

• Software Configuration 

• Security Settings 

• GXP Settings 

• Log Settings 

• User Settings 

• LyncStore 700 Settings 

• Communication Settings 
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13.1 Hardware Configuration 

 

This section will discuss how to properly setup the syringe(s), valve(s), and triggering 

for the Microlab 700. 

 

13.1.1 Syringe Setup 

13.1.1.1 Syringe Size 

This option allows for selection of syringes between 10 μL and 50 mL. Once a syringe size is selected, the 

controller will automatically set the Syringe Speed, Return Steps, and Back-off Steps to the recommended 

value. 

13.1.1.2 Syringe Speed 

The syringe speed is programmed in flow rate (μL/sec). The default setting for speed will be automatically 

selected when the Syringe Size is changed. When changing the syringe speed, the system will recommend 

two alternative speeds in additional to the default speed. If none of the speeds are desirable, select the 

custom option to define a new flow rate. If the speed selected is faster than the default it may cause the 

instrument to stall. The allowable flow rates are displayed in Table 2-5. 

13.1.1.3 Initialize Flow Rate 

This is the same as the syringe speed, however this speed is used when the pump is being initialized. 

13.1.1.4 Return Steps 

Return steps are used to take the mechanical slack out of the syringe drive. The defaults should be used 

unless otherwise instructed by a representative of Hamilton Company or an authorized distributor for 

Hamilton Company. 

13.1.1.5 Back-off Steps 

When the pump initializes it drives the syringes to the top of their stroke until resistance is felt. Then the 

pump moves back from that resistance a defined distance dictated by the Back-off Steps. This new position 

is set as the zero point. Some syringes have more material at the tip of their plunger, so they require more 

Back-off Steps. The defaults should be used unless otherwise instructed by a representative of Hamilton 

Company or an authorized distributor for Hamilton Company. 

13.1.2 Valve Setup 

13.1.2.1 Valve Type 

The valve type must match the actual valve and tubing that is connected to the front of the syringe pump. 

The valve type is used to properly position the valve for a given application. A mismatched configuration 

can result in the syringe dispensing to a blocked port which has the potential to destroy the valve and/or 

the syringe. 
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13.1.3 Trigger Setup 

13.1.3.1 Trigger Side 

The Microlab 700 has two probe receptacles, one on the left and one on the right side of the instrument. 

The default is to accept trigger signals from either the left or the right trigger port. If desired, it is possible 

to set the instrument to only accept triggers from the left or right side of the instrument. When a side is 

selected, trigger signals from the opposite side will be ignored. 
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13.2 Software Configuration 

 

In the Software Configuration, users can modify settings within the Controller, view 
Software Version Numbers and the Pump Version Numbers. 
This section provides a discussion of these topics. 

 

13.2.1 Controller 

13.2.1.1 Language 

This is used to select the appropriate language. When this button is pressed the user will be directed 

to a screen that has the different languages represented by flags. The user may use the toggle to see 

all languages. Available languages include English, French, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, German, 

Chinese, Japanese, Korean, and simplified Chinese. The default setting will be English. 

The button in the lower right corner of the screen toggles Hide on and off. When Hide is turned off 

the language screen will show up every time the instrument is turned on. This allows for multiple 

users that speak different languages to all use the same instrument in their native language. If Hide is 

turned on the language screen is only accessed through the Configuration menu. 

13.2.1.2 System Date and Time 

Using the toggle buttons the user can highlight and select the System Date and then use the 

change buttons to set the appropriate date. Likewise, the user can repeat this process for the 

System Time. 

13.2.1.3 Screen Power Off (min) 

The Microlab 700 touchscreen is designed to turn off after an extended period of inactivity. The 

default setting for the power off is ten minutes. If desired, the power off time can be increased 

through this selection. 

13.2.1.4 Internal and Removeable Storage Used 

These are indicators for the percent memory used for the system memory and the SD card or USB flash 

drive. 

13.2.1.5 RAM Used 

This is an indicator of how much RAM is used on the controller. 

13.2.1.6 MAC Address LAN1, LAN2 and Wi-Fi 

This is the unique identifier assigned to the instrument for connecting to a network. 

13.2.1.7 System Trace Logging 

This will have a default to Off. When this is turned on it will record critical information in the Audit Log. 

Enable System Trace Logging if the controller is used in GxP or 21 CFR Part 11 environment. 
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13.2.2 Versions 

This option displays the software version for the Microlab 700 controller and all of the Wizards and 

Components that are installed on the controller. 

13.2.3 700 Series Pump 

This option shows the pump details. This is information stored in the pump and is independent of 

swapping out the controller. 

13.2.3.1 Serial Number 

This is a unique identification number given to each Microlab 700. 

13.2.3.2 Calibration Date 

This date is manually adjusted by the user each time the instrument calibration occurs. 

13.2.3.3 Firmware Runtime and FPGA Versions 

These are the version numbers for the firmware that runs on the pump. 

13.2.3.4 Syringe Cycle Count 

This option displays a running total of the number of syringe strokes the pump has accumulated 

over its entire life. A complete stroke is recorded when the syringe drive has traveled a distance of 

60 mm or the equivalent of completely filling or emptying a syringe. This is done so that a series of 

small movements do not artificially increase the cycle count. For a dual syringe system, the cycle 

count is displayed as two numbers separated by a colon. The number on the left corresponds to 

the left syringe and the number on the right corresponds to the right syringe. 

13.2.3.5 DHCP 

This Microlab 700 controller communicates with the pump using a static IP address. A static IP 

address is also used when connecting the Microlab 700 to a PC. To connect the Microlab 700 to most 

corporate networks it is required to change the Microlab 700 to a Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol 

(DHCP). When in DHCP mode the Microlab 700 will obtain a dynamic IP address for the corporate 

server. During this time, it will not be able to connect to the Microlab 700 controller. If the corporate 

server does not return a valid IP address after 60 seconds, the Microlab 700 will automatically switch 

back to a static IP address until the power is cycled again. The default DHCP setting is off. 

13.2.4 Calibration 

13.2.4.1 Calibration Date 

This setting allows user to change their latest performed calibration of the device. Only admin can change 

this setting. 

13.2.4.2 Calibration 7 Days Warning 

7 days before calibration expiration the user will start receiving a reminder that calibration is due if this 

setting is enabled.  
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If confirm is pressed, the dialog will dismiss and the calibration date will be set to today. Otherwise, the 

dialog will just dismiss and will show when the user leaves or enters any wizard.  

13.2.4.3 Calibration Valid Days 

Days before calibration expires. If there are more days between user’s calibration date and today, than 

Calibration valid days, the calibration is considered expired.  

13.2.4.4 Prevent Usage on Expired Calibration 

If this setting is enabled, users won’t be able to use Quick Start or wizards until calibration becomes valid 

again. 

13.2.4.5 Maintenance Date 

This setting allows user to change latest performed maintenance of the device. Only admin can change 

this setting. 

13.2.4.6 Maintenance Valid Days 

Days before maintenance expires. If between maintenance date and today is more than the Maintenance 

valid days, the maintenance is considered expired. 

13.2.4.7 Maintenance 7 Day Warning 

If this setting is enabled, 7 days before the expiration user will start receiving reminders like screenshot 

below: 
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If confirm is pressed, the dialog will dismiss, and maintenance date will set to today. Otherwise, the 

dialog will just dismiss and will show when the user leaves or enters any wizard.  

 

13.2.4.8 Mean Time Between Errors 

Mean time between errors is calculated with the formula 

 

Ø𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑠 =
𝑇𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟  −  𝑇𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟

∑ 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑠
 

 

where, 

 

• Ø𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑠    is the mean time between errors 

• 𝑇𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟  −  𝑇𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟   is the time difference between the first and latest error 

• ∑ 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑠    is the number of errors in total 

 

The mean time between errors is shown in the format dd:hh:mm (days: hours: minutes). 

13.2.5 Cleaning 

Cleaning is a procedure of fully dispensing and aspirating syringes 5 times. It can be performed via 

“Priming/Cleaning” menu. 

13.2.5.1 Show Cleaning Warning 

If this setting is on, user will get notification reminders about cleaning, if cleaning is expired. 
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Notification like above will appear each time user tries to enter any wizard or custom method. 

13.2.5.2 Cleaning Date 

This setting allows the user to change their latest performed cleaning of the device. Only admin can change 

this setting.  If the user changes it, cycle counter will reset like cleaning was performed.  

13.2.5.3 Cleaning Valid Days 

Days before cleaning expires. If there are more days between the user’s cleaning date and today compared 

to the valid Calibration days, the cleaning is considered expired. If cleaning expires, user will start receiving 

notifications (in case Show Cleaning Warning is enabled).  

13.2.5.4 Maximum Cycles Before Cleaning 

Number of cycles of the pump that is allowed between cleaning sessions. If device’s current cycles – cycles 

since last cleaning > Maximum Cycles Before Cleaning, than cleaning is considered expired. 
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13.3 Security Settings 

 

This section includes settings to the user management. Here User accounts can be 
enabled as well as numerous settings regarding security can be adjusted. 

 

 

 

For labs requiring traceability, the Microlab 700 
provides the option to force users to login before 
they can create, edit or run methods. To enable 
the use of passwords and user accounts, select 
Security Settings. This screen manages the use of 
User Accounts, the expiration of the User Keys and 
the maximum number of times an incorrect User 
Key can be entered before the user account is 
locked. 

 

 

User Account Required 

The first time that User Accounts are enabled the system will automatically create an Administrator 

Account (User ID = main admin and User Key = admin). After User Accounts are enabled, the system will 

force the user to login as the Administrator before any other settings can be adjusted. 

 

Sign in Using RFID Card 
The controller offers the possibility to sign in with 
an RFID card instead entering a password 
manually. Enable this setting to set the RFID login 
option as default. 

 

Max Sign in Retries 

Maximum number of false login-attempts in a row before the user account gets blocked. If the main admin 

account is blocked, a secret controller specific key must be entered to unlock the account. If another user 

account is blocked, an admin user can unblock it manually. 

 

Logout Timeout in Minutes 

The user gets logged out automatically after a specific duration of inactivity. 

 

Key Lifespan (days) 
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The key lifespan is the maximum duration a specific login key is valid. After expiration without updating 

the key, the user is blocked. 

 

Expiration Warning (days) 

After login, the user gets a warning notification dialog to change their key before it expires. 
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13.4 GXP Settings 

 

The Microlab 700 controller is designed to generate GXP compliant log printouts. 

 

 

Print Header 
If desired a custom header can be printed to each 
log file. If the Print Header option is enabled, the 
custom multi-line header is printed on the top of 
each protocol. Typically, headers are for example 
the address of the laboratory. 
 
Print Date 
If desired print the date of the printout on the log 
file. 
 

 

Print Microlab 700 ID 
If enabled, the UID (MAC address) of Ethernet port 1 is printed to the protocol to identify the controller 

hardware. 

Balance Name 
This option offers the possibility to add a custom balance name to the log printout. The balance name is 
printed if a measured weight of a balance is part of the process. 
 
Project name 
This option offers the possibility to add a custom project name to the log printout. 
 
Print Wizard and Method Name 
If this option is enabled, the wizard name or custom method name is added to the log printout. 
 
Print Signature 
If this option is enabled, a line for signature and review is printed on the footer of the log. 
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13.5 Log Settings 

 

Log settings allows the user to change settings about logs, choose what gets into logs 
and do a full backup and restore of device’s database. 

 

The Microlab 700 controller provides the ability to save a log of pump activities to the internal SD card. 

With the controller it’s possible to view, filter and export the log files. The logs can be configured in the 

logs settings menu. 

 

 
 

 

Electronic Signatures 

For regulated customers requiring 21 CFR Part 11 compliance, Electronic Signatures can be enabled. 

 

Audit Trail Dialogs 

For regulated customers requiring 21 CFR Part 11 compliance, dialogs can be enabled to record the reason 

for parameter changes. If audit trail dialogs are enabled, after each parameter change a popup shows up 

with the possibility to enter a reason for a parameter change. 

 

Methods to Log 

Logging can be enabled per each Wizard, so some Wizards can be logged while other Wizards are not. 

 

Controller Name 

If multiple systems are used by the same laboratory, a unique controller name can be entered to simplify 

the management of log files. 
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Standard Reports 

The controller creates PDF file reports for each log file. With the option Standard Reports, the data that 

must be shown on the PDF export can be selected. 

 

Backup Database to External Storage 

To perform a complete backup of the internal database of the controller press the Backup Database to 

External Storage field. For regulated customers requiring 21 CFR Part 11 compliance, the backup is 

encrypted and can only be decrypted by the same controller that generated the backup file. For data 

protection reasons, the backup cannot be used for other controllers. 

 

Restore Database from External Storage 

The controller can perform a restore of a previous database backup. This function is useful after an update 

failed for any reason. For regulated customers requiring 21 CFR Part 11 compliance, only backups that are 

generated by the same controller can be restored. 
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13.6 Users 

 

User management provides: create, update, delete as well as export and import 
functionality to everything regarding users. 

 

The Users screen provides the ability to edit existing users, add users and export and import users. To 

enter this screen, User Accounts must be enabled under Security settings and a user with access to modify 

accounts must be logged into the system 

 

 
 

13.6.1 Edit User 
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This screen is used to modify the settings of an existing user account. A user account consists of: 

• User ID 

• First Name 

• Last Name 

• RFID 

• Password 

• User Roles. 

Users can also be blocked by users with user management permission. The user roles define what 

controller settings a specific user can change. Multiple accounts can be set to have Administrator access. 

An administrator has access to every device parameter except system date and time. Only the main admin 

can modify the system date and time due to 21 CFR Part 11 requirements.  

The other accounts can be set to enable or disable the ability to create and edit user accounts, edit the 

pump configuration, modify Favorites and methods and run Wizards and methods only. In addition to 

editing account information, the Edit User screen allows for the deletion of user or for the user key to be 

reset in the event it is forgotten. 

In order to record RFID for user just press the RFID field and scan RFID card with scanner. This will insert 

ID, that can later be used to login into account (In case RFID login is enabled).  
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13.6.2 Permission Levels and Default Password 

 

System Admin  

The system admin user is the default user if no user management 
is enabled. The system admin has all permissions.  
  
 Username:  main admin 
 Password:  admin 
 
Only the system admin user can disable audit trail, change the 
system time and the device serial number. The system admin 
should be used only once to setup and install the device the first 
time on the laboratory. The system admin user cannot be deleted. 
It is recommended to change the default password after the first 
login. 

Administrator 

An administrator can create, edit and delete user accounts. An 
administrator automatically has: 

- Operator 
- configure hardware 
- program wizards and methods permissions. 

Administrators can also edit security settings, GLP Settings, 
communication settings, Log Settings and LyncStore 700 settings.  

Operator 
A user with operator permission can operate the base unit via the: 
Quick Start menu, Wizard menus, Priming menu and Custom 
Method menu. 

Configure Hardware 
A user with configure hardware permission can edit the hardware 
settings. 

Program Wizards and Methods 

A user with program wizards and methods permission can: create, 
delete, edit, export, and import custom methods, favorites, and 
default favorites. The user can also edit the advances settings of 
every wizard menu. Note that only user with operator permission 
can run the methods. 
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13.6.2.1 Account lockout 

Account lockout checkbox allows to temporarily suspend the selected user account. This will not allow 

them to login into their accounts if this switch is on. Account lockout will happen if they exceed maximum 

password attempts that are set in Security settings. Account lockout can then be turned off by the Admin 

user.  

13.6.3 Add User 

 

 
 

The Main Administrator or a user who has the ability to create and edit user accounts may add new users 

to the device. To add a new user, simply fill in the User ID, First Name, Last Name, RFID, Key and set the 

user role. Once all the settings are input, the Save button on the bottom of the screen will be enabled. 

Press this button to exit the screen and save the new account. Record the User ID and the User Key for 

future use. To record RFID, click the RFID field and scan card of choice. Every field except RFID must be 

filled before the account can be saved.  

13.6.4 Exporting and Importing Users 

To export users, press the Export Users button and the data will be saved to the SD card. To import user 

accounts, insert the SD card or USB flash drive with the exported user files into a new controller and press 

the Import Users button and the users will be uploaded to the pump. Only administrator can import and 

export users. 
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13.7 LyncStore 700 

 

LyncStore settings allows users to log in into their LyncStore 700 accounts as well as 
change settings regarding synchronization and remote configuration. 

 

 

 
 

 

Add LyncStore 700 Account 
Add an existing LyncStore 700 user account by 
entering a username and password. 
 
Remove LyncStore 700 Account 
Press the Remove LyncStore 700 Account list 
entry to remove a connected account from the 
Microlab 700 Premium instrument. 
 

 

Upload Wizard Logs and Audit Logs 

The Microlab 700 Premium instrument allows fully automatic data backups. To allow automatic backup of 

log files and audit logs enable the Upload settings. 

 

Allow Remote Configuration 

The Microlab 700 Premium instrument can be configured remotely. To enable the remote configuration 

from the added LyncStore 700 account check the setting. If remote configuration is not allowed, the 

remote access from LyncStore 700 software is blocked. 

 

Base Server Address 
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The default LyncStore 700 server address is the online deployed LyncStore 700 software by Hamilton. For 

offline LyncStore 700 installations in the company intranet, the IP address or computer name of the offline 

server must be entered. 

 

Test Connection 

Press the Test Connection list entry to query the LyncStore 700 software version. If the software version 

is shown, the LyncStore 700 software is setup and installed correctly. 
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13.8 Communication 

 

Communication settings allows the user to change numerous settings regarding external 
devices, base unit connectivity as well as connect to the WI-FI network. 

 

 

WLAN 
The Microlab 700 Premium instrument can be 
connected to internet, local network and to the 
base unit via wireless LAN. To connect to a 
wireless LAN, press the WLAN list setting. Note: 
LAN-2 and wireless LAN cannot be used in 
parallel. 

 

WLAN Network Selection 
In order to connect to WI-FI network move the 
switch to the right, after that pick desired Wi-Fi 
network and enter the password, if the hotspot is 
secured. After that the user can get back to the 
settings menu by pressing back button. 
 

 

Microlab Base Unit 

If the base unit is connected via ethernet cable, ethernet port 1 (LAN-1) must be used. 

 

LAN 

The Microlab 700 Premium instrument can be connected to internet and local network via ethernet cable. 

For internet or intranet connection, ethernet port 2 (LAN-2) must be used. Note: LAN-2 and wireless LAN 

cannot be used in parallel. 

 

Label Printer 

Default hardware interface for the label printer is IOIO port 2, a RS232C COM 2 serial interface. 
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Protocol Printer 

Default hardware interface for the protocol printer is available via the RS232C splitter cable. The splitter 

cable extends IOIO port 1 with 3x RS232C serial ports. The protocol printer must be connected to COM-5 

serial interface. 

 

Barcode, RFID and QR-Code Scanner 

Default hardware interface IO devices is USB host. 

 

Balance 

Default hardware interface for analytical or precision balances is IOIO port 1. 

 

Balance Model 

Select the balance model that is connected to the IOIO port 1. Balances from brand Kern, Mettler Toledo, 

Ohaus and Sartorius are supported. 
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14 Priming the instrument 
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15 Quick Start  

 

QuickStart provides basic functionality of aspirating and dispensing liquids with a limited 
number of settings allows user to jump into the process. 

 

 

 
 

When the Quick Start button is selected from the 
Main Menu the user will be taken directly to the 
Run screen. From this screen the user can enter a 
dispense volume for the left and right syringe, 
using the Parameter Adjustment button. 

 

 
 

With the info button at the toolbar the user can 
open a video that shows how to use the Microlab 
700 in the specific valve mode. 

 

Depending on the entered volume, the syringe(s) will fill and dispense the selected volume when the hand 

probe is triggered. Prior to running a method, the instrument must be properly configured and primed. 

For information on how to do this, review Sections 4.2–4.4. There are four basic instrument configurations 

including: Single Syringe Dispenser, Dual Syringe Diluter, Dual Syringe Dispenser, and Continuous 

Dispenser. Reference Figures 2-7 through 2-10 for more details. Below is a discussion of the steps each of 

the configurations will perform. 

 

15.1.1 Single Syringe Dispenser 

Step 1 
The syringe will fill from the input reservoir to the volume specified by the Parameter 
Adjustment button, see Section 3.3. This step will execute when the Run icon is pressed on 
the controller or the trigger is pressed on the hand probe. 
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Step 2 
Position the dispense tubing over the destination container. Trigger the next step with the 
Run icon or the trigger on the hand probe. 

Step 3 
The syringe will dispense the volume specified by the Parameter Adjustment button, see 
Section 3.3 to the output tubing through the hand probe. 

Step 4 
Step 1 will be repeated. If the Auto Refill icon, see Section 3.3, is set to ON this step will 
execute automatically. If the icon is set to OFF then the Microlab 600 will wait for a trigger. 

 

15.1.2 Dual Syringe Diluter 

Step 1 Place the tip of the hand probe into the sample and press the trigger. 

Step 2 
The left syringe will fill with diluent from the input reservoir to the volume specified by the 
left Parameter Adjustment button see Section 3.3. The right syringe will aspirate sample 
into the hand probe according to the right Parameter Adjustment button. 

Step 3 
The hand probe should be positioned over the destination container. Trigger the next step 
with the Run icon or the trigger on the hand probe. 

Step 4 
The left and right syringe will dispense their entire volume through the dispense tubing and 
out the hand probe. The sample will be dispensed followed by the diluent which washes 
out the tubing for the next sample. 

Step 5 
If the Auto Refill icon is set to ON, the left syringe will automatically refill with diluent. If 
the icon is set to OFF, then the Microlab 600 will wait for a trigger at which time Step 1 will 
be repeated. 

 

15.1.3 Dual Syringe Dispenser 

The steps described in Section 4.5.1 will be the same with this configuration. The only difference is that 

both the left and right syringes will fill and dispense according to the values entered for the Parameter 

Adjustment buttons. 

15.1.4 Continuous Dispenser 

The steps described in Section 4.5.1 will be the same with this configuration. The only difference is that 

one syringe will fill while the other syringe is dispensing. This setup will ensure that one syringe is always 

filled with reagent, resulting in decreased time between dispenses. 
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16 Wizard Screens 
This section discusses the Advanced Wizards for the Microlab 700. It is possible that new Wizards have 

been created that are not described in this document. To request a Wizard, perform a software update. 

 

Important! Before operating these Wizards make sure pump is configured correctly and is well primed. 

16.1 Wizard Basics 

To simplify the programming of the Microlab 700, Wizards were created for common dispensing and 

diluting applications. These Wizards are designed to enable the user to quickly change from one dispense 

volume or dilution to the next with minimal time and hassle. This section of the manual will describe the 

features that are common to most Wizards: 

➢ 5.1.1 Run/Pause  

➢ 5.1.2 Favorites  

➢ 5.1.3 Advanced Settings  

➢ 5.1.4 Save 

➢ 5.1.5 Auto-Refill 

 

16.1.1 Run/Pause 

 

Run/Pause is a small icon button present on every Run screen. This button serves a 
similar purpose to the trigger button on a hand probe. When the Run button is pressed 
the pump will begin to perform the programmed action. The Run button will convert 
to a Pause button until the action is completed and then will turn back into a Run 
button. If the Pause button is pressed in the middle of an action, the pump will stop 
after the current action is completed. To stop the pump immediately, press the Back 
button on the bottom left of the screen. 

 

 

 

16.1.2 Favorites 

 

Operations that are performed frequently can be stored as Favorites and then recalled 
for use later. Press the Favorites button to store the current Wizard setup as a Favorite 
or to change the current Wizard setup to a previously stored Favorite setting. When 
selecting a previously stored Favorite, the menu will only display the Favorites that were 
stored with the same valve and syringe setup that is currently configured. 

Favorites screen can be wizard-specific or general. Wizard-specific favorites will only show favorites for a 

specific wizard. General will show all the wizards and will open a specific wizard accordingly.  

 

Note: The Pause feature is only available in the Custom Method Run screen. 
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To select favorite just press on it. Selected favorite will turn blue. 

 

 
 

 

Save custom method to LyncStore account or to any removable storage. Reference 16.1.1 
for more info on import/export. 

 

Set a currently selected favorite to a default favorite. This means it will be loaded during 
each start of the application as the default wizard configuration. User can have only one 
default favorite per wizard and hardware configuration. During startup only default 
favorites that matches the current hardware configuration will be loaded.  
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Import favorites from LyncStore or SD card. This will create a new favorite either from SD 
or internet. 
 

  
 
User will be presented with dialog like this where the user  can do the import. User may 
check 16.1.1 for more info on import/export.  
 

 
Load button opens selected favorite in according wizard 

 
Rename button opens dialog where user can change name of the favorite 

 
Remove button deletes favorite 

16.1.3 Advanced Settings 

 

For most Wizards, the default settings for the Microlab 700 will provide the best results. 
For applications that require greater control over the pump settings the Advanced menu 
provides an interface to adjust the following settings:  

 

Speed for Syringe Fill, Dispense, Aspirate, Wash Fill, Wash, Initial and Step Dispense 

This option will be automatically set to the syringe speed defined by the Syringe Setup in the Hardware 

Configuration Menu. The user may change the speed to any desired speed. The UI will suggest three 

dispense speeds for the current syringe size, but a custom option is always available. Syringe speed is 

defined in µL/sec. Speeds faster than the default may result in a syringe stall. 

Red/Green Probe Light 

This option will allow the user to control when the indicator light on some hand probes will be ON and 

OFF. Valid selections for Wizards are to turn the light to Busy, Trigger or Never. Both lights cannot be the 

same setting. 
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Aliquots to Dispense (Aliquot Wizard Only) 

This is the number of aliquots to dispense before refilling the syringe. This will be automatically set to the 

maximum number of aliquots that will fit within the configured syringe. For a Dual Syringe Dispenser, the 

default will be the maximum number of aliquots that can be achieved by both syringes. 

 

Program Mode (Dilution Wizard Only) 

There are four parameters that can be used to program a dilution. These parameters are sample volume, 

diluent volume, factor and total volume. Entering any two of these parameters is enough to calculate the 

remaining two parameters so the Dilution Wizard only allows for the adjustment of two at the same time. 

The default active parameters are Diluent Volume and Sample Volume. This advanced setting allows for 

the selection between:  

 

a. Adjust Diluent Volume and Sample Volume  

b. Adjust Diluent Volume and Factor  

c. Adjust Diluent Volume and Total Volume  

d. Adjust Sample Volume and Factor  

e. Adjust Sample Volume and Total Volume  

f. Adjust Factor and Total Volume 

 

Factor Type (Dilution Wizard Only) 

This allows the user to toggle between a dilution factor or a ratio when preparing dilutions. 

 

Air Gap Mode (Dilution and Pipette Wizards Only) 

Some pipette applications require the sample and the system fluid to be separated in the tubing by an air 

gap. This minimizes the mixing in the tubing and reduces the possibility for carryover. The default for this 

mode is OFF. There are two ON modes: Automatic and Trigger. 

Automatic means that prior to aspirating a sample the pump will automatically pull in an air gap when the 

previous sample has been dispensed. To provide sufficient time to remove the tip from the recently 

dispensed sample, an Air Gap Delay can be set between the dispense and the air gap aspiration. Trigger 

means that the pump will wait for the user to press the trigger button when the air gap should be 

aspirated. 

 

Post Sample Air Gap Mode (Dilution and Pipette Wizards Only) 

Some dilutions call for small sample volumes (100 µL and less). The act of inserting the probe into the 

sample and removing it can result in excess sample stuck to the outside of the tip. For these small sample 

volumes this excess could be enough to impact results. To achieve the highest accuracy and precision 

possible it may be necessary to wipe excess sample from the outside of the tip. To eliminate wicking the 

sample out of the tubing during wiping, the user may add a Post Sample Air Gap to create an air pocket 

between the sample and the end of the tubing. The volume of the Post Sample Air Gap may be set by 

pressing the Post Sample Air Gap button and inputting a volume in microliters (µL). 

 

Air Gap Delay and Post Air Gap Delay (Dilution and Pipette Wizards Only) 

When the Air Gap Mode or Post Sample Air Gap Mode is set to Auto, it is possible to specify a delay 

between the completion of the previous step and the triggering of the air gap. This delay specifies the 

number of seconds the pump will wait before triggering the air gap. 
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Wash Mode (Dilution and Pipette Wizards Only) 

The Wash Mode provides the option to push a wash volume through the system to clean out the tubing. 

When Wash Mode is turned on the wash will occur after a dilution or pipette operation has completed 

and before the next dilution or pipette operation is started. The default for this mode will be OFF. If turned 

ON, a new Parameter Adjustment button will appear on the run screen. This button will provide the means 

to enter the desired wash volume. 

 

Syringe Selection (Dilution and Pipette Wizard with Dual Syringe Dispenser Configuration Only) 

The Pipette Wizard only requires a single syringe. For the Single Syringe Dispenser, Dual Syringe Diluter 

and Continuous Dispenser Configurations, the left syringe is automatically chosen. For the Dual Syringe 

Dispenser, it is possible to use the left or right syringe. The user must decide which syringe to use when 

entering the Wizard. This setting allows the user to select the left or right syringe. 

 

Step Auto-Repeat Delay (Titration Wizard Only) 

The process of titration requires the repetitive dispensing of small volumes. As the user approaches the 

endpoint of a titration there is a need to dispense the Step Volume one at a time, with each press of the 

trigger. When the user is further away from the endpoint, holding the trigger for a time dictated by the 

Step Auto-Repeat Delay will result in repetitive dispensing of the Step Volume until the button is released. 

 

Number of Steps (Titration Wizard Only) 

This number is set based on the volume of the syringe used for the titration. If the syringe used is a 2.5 mL 

and the Step Volume is 250 µL, then the number of Steps is 10. 

16.1.4 Save 

 

The Save button is used to store the current Wizard settings as a Favorite or as a Custom 
Method. Saving the settings as a Favorite allows the settings to be quickly recalled 
through the current Wizard. Saving a Wizard as a Custom Method provides the 
opportunity to customize a method beyond the capabilities of the Wizard. It also 
provides a distinct file that can be transferred between pumps or transferred to a PC 
and shared with colleagues. Once a file is saved as a Custom Method it can no longer be 
opened using the Wizard.  

 

16.1.5 Auto-Refill 

 

The Auto-Refill button can be toggled ON and OFF at any time. When the Auto-Refill 
button is turned ON the syringes will automatically fill from the reservoir. When Auto-
Refill is turned OFF the pump will wait to fill the syringes until the user triggers the fill 
with the hand probe. 
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16.2 Aliquot Wizard 

 

This Wizard is used to repetitively dispense aliquots of the same size at the press of a 
button. The liquid is drawn in from the reservoir and then multiple dispenses are 
performed until the syringe is empty. The dispense volume is controlled by the 
Parameter Adjustment button. In the screen on the next page the left syringe is set to 
dispense 250 µL, and the right syringe is set to dispense 3 mL. The dispense volume can 
be changed at any time and the system will recalculate the number of dispenses possible 
and the proper time to refill. The Ready to Dispense indicator shows how many aliquots 
have been completed out of the total number of aliquots possible. Use Aliquots to 
Dispense in the Advanced settings to set the number of aliquots to a lesser value. 

 

16.2.1 Dual Syringe Diluter with Aliquot Wizard 

The diluter only can fill the left syringe from a reservoir. This means that there will only be one Parameter 

Adjustment button. 

 
 

16.2.2 Dual Syringe Dispenser with Aliquot Wizard 

Both syringes will fill and dispense at the same time. The number of dispenses that can be achieved 

between refills is dictated by the maximum number of dispenses that are in common between the left and 

right syringe. For example, if the left syringe size is 1,000 µL and the right syringe size is 100 µL, while the 

dispense volumes are 250 µL and 10 µL respectively, the maximum number of dispenses would be four. 

This is because the left syringe can dispense 250 µL four times and the right syringe can dispense 10 µL ten 

times. 
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16.2.3 Continuous Dispenser with Aliquot Wizard 

To run this Wizard with a Continuous Dispenser setup, both the left and the right syringes must be the 

same volume. The Continuous Dispenser fills one syringe while the other syringe is dispensing. This 

technique minimizes the amount of time between dispenses by eliminating the refill step. 
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16.3 Serial Dispense Wizard 

 

This Wizard is used to repetitively dispense aliquots of differing sizes at the press of a 
button. The liquid is drawn in from the reservoir and then multiple dispenses are 
performed until the syringe is empty. The current dispense volume is controlled by the 
Parameter Adjustment button. The current dispense volume can be changed at any 
time and the system will recalculate the number of dispenses possible and the proper 
time to refill. The Ready to Dispense button shows how many dispenses have been 
completed out of the total number of dispenses that are programmed in the Editor. 
Press the Ready to Dispense button to jump to any valid dispense number. 

 

Editor: The entire list of programmed dispenses can be edited by pressing the Editor 
small icon button. This will bring up the Serial Dispense Editor where values can be 
added, deleted and modified. 

 

Hold On/Off: The Serial Wizard dispenses volumes from the Editor one at a time in 
order from the first dispense to the last. When the last dispense number is reached it 
starts over with dispense Number 1. Turning the Hold On will cause the current 
dispense number to be dispensed until the hold is turned OFF at which time the Serial 
Wizard will move to the next dispense. 

 

16.3.1 Dual Syringe Diluter with Serial Dispense Wizard 

The diluter only can fill the left syringe from a reservoir. This means that there will only be one Parameter 

Adjustment button next to the left syringe for the Serial Wizard. 
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16.3.2 Dual Syringe Dispenser with Serial Dispense Wizard 

Both syringes will fill and dispense at the same time. 

 

16.3.3 Continuous Dispenser with Serial Dispense Wizard 

To run this Wizard with a Continuous Dispenser setup both the left and the right syringes must be the 

same size. The Continuous Dispenser fills one syringe while the other syringe is dispensing. This technique 

minimizes the amount of time between dispenses by eliminating the refill step. 
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16.4 Dilution Wizard 

 

This Wizard is used to dilute the sample with diluent. The diluent is drawn in from the 
reservoir into the left syringe. The sample is then aspirated into the hand probe by the 
left or right syringe depending on the programmed volume. Next, the sample and the 
diluent are dispensed out the hand probe into the destination vessel where the 
solutions are mixed. Since the sample was drawn into the hand probe last, it is 
dispensed first. The sample is then trailed by the diluent which washes out the hand 
probe tubing minimizing carryover for the next sample. 

 

A brief animation of “How a Microlab 700 Diluter Works” can be found at 

www.hamiltoncompany.com/microlab700. 

 A dilution can be programmed using any two of the following parameters: sample volume, diluent volume, 

factor and total volume as discussed in Section 5.1.3. These parameters are controlled by the Parameter 

Adjustment buttons. The current dilution can only be changed prior to aspirating sample. 

 

Reset: Since the allowable sample volume and diluent volume are dependent on each 
other, it may be necessary to reset all values to achieve the desired dilution. Pressing 
the Reset button will set all volumes to zero. 

 

 
 

  

Note: To reduce carryover between samples, use an air gap to minimize mixing in the tubing. 

Additionally, ensure that the volume of the air gap and the sample does not exceed 80% of the volume 

in the dispense tubing so the sample does not get pulled into the syringes. Custom length tubing is 

available to increase the volume of the dispense tubing. 

http://www.hamiltoncompany.com/microlab600
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16.4.1 Dual Syringe Dispenser with Dilution Wizard 

The syringes for this hardware setup behave independently. This means that only one syringe can be used 

with the Dilution Wizard. The syringe that is active can be selected in the Advanced menu. 

 

 

16.4.2 Dual Syringe Diluter with Dilution Wizard 

The Dilution Wizard was designed to enable large dilutions in a single step. Using a 50 mL syringe on the 

left it can fill with large volumes of diluent while a syringe as small as 10 µL on the right can accurately 

aspirate extremely small volumes of sample. Large dilutions in a single step will result in a savings of time 

and materials. 
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16.4.3 Continuous Dispenser with Dilution Wizard 

The Continuous Dispenser setup is not supported by the Dilution Wizard. The instrument can be 

reconfigured to a Dual Syringe Diluter setup in the software to run this Wizard without changing the 

hardware. 

16.4.4 Disposable Tip Hand Probe with Dilution Wizard 

The Disposable Tip Hand Probe (DTHP) is used when there are concerns of cross-contamination. The DTHP 

is designed to allow the user to aspirate samples into a tip that can be disposed, thus eliminating any 

potential cross-contamination. The tips that are used with this probe are the ClickSure® tips, for ordering 

information reference Appendix B in the Microlab 700 Basic User Manual (p/n 61440-01). When the DTHP 

is attached to the Microlab 700 instrument, the instrument will recognize that the probe is attached to the 

pump. This probe can then be configured to right or left-handedness by pressing Configuration from the 

Main Menu and then editing the setting within the hardware menu. Once the probe is configured the user 

may use the DTHP as described below. 

When the DTHP is plugged into the Microlab 700 the Dilution Wizard will automatically pause between 

dispensing the sample and the diluent to allow for the tip to be ejected. The sample is aspirated into the 

ClickSure tip by the right syringe while the diluent is filled into the left syringe. Then the probe is triggered 

to dispense the sample. After the sample is dispensed the instrument will pause for tip ejection. Then the 

diluent will be dispensed through the probe to complete the dilution. 

 

 
  

Note: The sample is being aspirated by air displacement. The syringe will move the requested 

volume, but the amount of liquid drawn into the tip depends on many factors like surface tension, 

viscosity, atmospheric pressure, humidity, density, etc. To achieve the highest possible accuracy, it is 

recommended to check pipetted volume using a balance. If the accuracy is low or high adjust the 

requested sample volume to compensate for this expected variance. 
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16.5 Titration Wizard 

 

This Wizard is used to slowly add liquid to another liquid until an endpoint is reached. 
An example of this application is adding an acid or base to change the pH of a buffer. 
This Wizard fills with liquid from a reservoir and then performs an initial dispense. This 
dispense is often larger than the step dispenses and is designed to get the user close to 
the endpoint without going over. Next, the step volume is added one at a time until the 
endpoint is reached. The Wizard will continually dispense the step volume and will refill 
the syringes if necessary. The total volume dispensed is tracked by the Total Volume 
Indicator. 

 

Restart: Once the endpoint is reached, the instrument can be reset for the next titration 
by pressing the Restart button to start the Wizard over. 

16.5.1 Dual Syringe Diluter with Titration Wizard  

The diluter only has the ability to fill the left syringe from a reservoir. 

 

 

16.5.2 Dual Syringe Dispenser with Aliquot Wizard 

Both syringes will fill and dispense at the same time. If it is desired to turn one syringe OFF, it is possible 

to set the dispense volumes to zero. 
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16.5.3 Continuous Dispenser with Aliquot Wizard 

The Continuous Dispenser setup will behave like a single syringe system except that one syringe will be 

filling while the other syringe is dispensing to minimize the time wasted during filling. 
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16.6 Pipette Wizard 

 

This Wizard is used to transfer liquid from one vessel to the next. First the system must 
be primed with a system fluid, this is usually a liquid that is compatible with the liquid 
to be transferred like water or buffer. Next the liquid is aspirated into the hand probe 
by the left or right syringe depending on the instrument setup. The liquid is then 
dispensed from the hand probe into the destination vessel. If desired, an additional 
wash can be performed between samples to ensure the fluid path is clean. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

16.6.1 Dual Syringe Diluter with Pipette Wizard 

The Dual Syringe Diluter system can aspirate and dispense volume from the left or right syringe. This is set 

in the Advanced menu. If a wash is required, this must be programmed using the left syringe since the 

right syringe does not have the ability to draw liquid in from the reservoir. 

 

 
 

16.6.2 Dual Syringe Dispenser with Pipette Wizard  

This hardware setup is pictured above. The syringes for this hardware setup behave independently 

meaning that only one syringe can be used with the Pipette Wizard. The syringe that is active can be 

selected in the Advanced menu. 

  

Note: To reduce carryover between samples use an air gap to minimize mixing in the tubing. 

Additionally, ensure that the volume of the air gap and the sample does not exceed 80% of the volume 

in the dispense tubing so the sample does not get pulled into the syringes. Custom length tubing is 

available to increase the volume of the dispense tubing. 
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16.6.3 Continuous Dispenser with Pipette Wizard 

The Continuous Dispenser setup is not supported by the Pipette Wizard. The instrument can be 

reconfigured to a Dual Syringe Diluter setup in the software to run this Wizard without changing the 

hardware. 
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16.7 Dry Weight Dilution 

 

This chapter provides description of Dry Weight Dilution wizard. The Dry Weight 
Dilution Wizard simplifies workflows in the preparation of analytical standards. 

 

16.7.1 About this wizard 

16.7.1.1 Standards 

Reference samples, called standards, are required to determine the concentration of chemical compounds 

using highly sensitive quantitative analytical procedures. These standards have a defined concentration of 

one or several known compounds. It goes without saying that the concentration of these standards must 

be as accurate as possible to prevent subsequent errors in determining unknown concentrations in 

samples. 

16.7.1.2 Preparation of Standards 

The Dry Weight Dilution Wizard simplifies workflows in the preparation of analytical standards. Once the 

desired concentration of the components and the volume of the standard solution have been entered, the 

required amount of sample to be weighed is automatically calculated and the target weight is shown on 

the wizard main page. If the desired target weight is not achieved, the Dry Weight Dilution software will 

recalculate the required volume of solvent based on the actual weight determined. After the solvent has 

been added, the weight of sample is again measured gravimetrically. At the end of this procedure, the 

application software calculates the exact concentration of standard solution from the weights of 

component and the volume of solvent. A final report according to GxP is generated for every dilution 

process. 

16.7.1.3 System Integration of a Precision Balance 

 

 

The Dry Weight Dilution process must work with the Microlab 700 
pump together with a precision balance. The Dry Weight Dilution 
wizard allows for manual and automatic input of weights. The user 
can connect a balance to the Microlab 700 Premium controller via 
COM1 interface. The supported balance models can be browsed 
and selected in the Communication settings of Microlab 700 
controller. 
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16.7.2 Dilution steps 

 

 
 

Step 1: Enter a target concentration and a target volume. Once the 
desired concentration of the components and the volume of the 
standard solution have been entered, the required amount of sample 
to be weighed is automatically calculated. 

 

 
 

Step 2: Weight the dry sample. If the balance is connected via COM1 
the actual weight of the sample is displayed automatically. If no 
balance is connected, enter the actual weight manually. 

 

 

Step 3: Press the Run button to start the dilution of the dry weight 
sample. 
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Step 4: If no balance is connected, enter the final actual weight of the 
solution manually. After confirming the weight, a dilution report is 
generated. The report is saved to the logs and can be printed if 
required. 

 

16.7.3 Log Printout 

 
--- GLP Header --- 

H01 4/30/2020 10:28 PM 

H02 Dry Weight Dilution 

H03 Project name: Hamilton 700 

H04 Balance Name: Custom Balance 

 

--- Process Parameters --- 

P01 Target Concentration: 5.000 g/mL 

P02 Target Volume: 15.000 mL 

P03 Target Weight: 75.000 g 

P04 Dry Weight: 77.000 g 

P05 Solvent Lot Number: LSO12 

P06 Sample Lot Number: LSA13 

 

--- Sample Configuration --- 

S01 Sample Name: New Sample 

S02 Sample Molecular Mass: 1.000 g/mol 

S03 Sample Purity: 100.00 % 

S04 Sample Unique ID: 20200430222533 

 

--- Solvent Configuration --- 

S51 Solvent Name: New Solvent 

S52 Solvent Density: 1,000.0 kg/m³ 

S53 Solvent Unique ID: 20200430222533 

 

--- Results --- 

R01 Expected Total Weight: 92.000 g 

R02 Measured Total Weight: 92.598 g 

R03 Absolute Error: 0.598 g 

R04 Relative Error: 0.650 % 

R05 Dispensed Total Volume: 15,400 µL 

 

Signature: ______________ 

 

Approved:  ______________ 
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16.7.4 Calculation of Results 

 

ID Description Formula 

P01 Target Concentration 𝜌𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡  [
𝑔

𝑚𝑙
] 

P02 Target Volume 𝑉𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡  [𝑚𝑙] 

P03 Target Weight 𝑀𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 =  𝜌𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 [
𝑔

𝑚𝑙
] ∗  𝑉𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡  [𝑚𝑙]  

P04 Measured Dry Weight 𝑀𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒  [𝑔] 

R01  Expected Total Weight 𝑀𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡  [𝑔] =  𝑀𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒[𝑔] +
 𝑉𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡[𝑚𝑙] ∗ 𝜌𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡  [

𝑘𝑔
𝑚3]

1𝑥106  [
𝑘𝑔 ∗  𝑚𝑙
𝑔 ∗  𝑚3 ]

 

R02 Measured Total Weight 𝑀𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑[𝑔] 

R03 Absolute Error ∆𝑀= 𝑀𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 [𝑔]  − 𝑀𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡  [𝑔] 

R04 Relative Error 𝛿𝑀 =  
∆𝑀

𝑀𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡
∗ 100 [%] 

 

 

16.7.5 Advanced Settings 

 

Automatic Balance Weight Input 

Enable this option to read the actual weight from the balance. If enabled, the actual weight button on the 

dry weight dilution wizard is not clickable. 

 

Sample Configuration 

• A custom sample name can be set to identify the sample.  

• The molecular mass of the sample can be set in [g/mol]. The default molecular mass is 1 g/mol.  

• The purity of the sample can be set in [%]. The default purity is 100%.  

Solvent Configuration 

• A custom solvent name can be set to identify the solvent 

• The density of the solvent can be set in [kg/m³]. The default density is 1 kg/m³. 

 

Process Parameters 

• If desired, a sample lot number can be set 
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• If desired, a solvent lot number can be set 

• The displayed and input unit of the concentration can be changed. The default concentration unit 

is [g/mL]. 

o mmole/L 

o µg/mL 

o g/L 

o g/mL 

o PPM 

o PPB 

• The displayed weight unit can be set. The default unit for weight is [g]. 

o g 

o mg 

o µg 

16.7.6 Dual Syringe Diluter with Dry Weight Dilution Wizard 

 

 

In dual dilutor mode, the Dry Weight Dilution 
wizard uses the left syringe to aspirate and 
dispense liquids. 

 

16.7.7 Dual Syringe Dispenser with Dry Weight Dilution Wizard 

 

In dual dispenser mode, the user can select 
which syringe is used to aspirate and dispense 
liquids in the advanced settings. 
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16.7.8 Continuous Dispenser with Dry Weight Dilution Wizard 

 

In continuous dispenser mode, both syringes are 
used to dilute the dry weight. 
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16.8 New Wizards  

The Microlab 700 instrument comes with a set of standard Wizards which includes Aliquot, Serial Dispense, 

Dilution, Titration, Pipette, Dry Weight Dilution. As new Wizards are developed, they will be available after 

performing a software update in Utilities section and installed after download.  
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17 Custom Methods 

 

This chapter will enable users to create, run and edit Custom Methods. This chapter 
includes a discussion of the following topics: 

 

17.1 Creating or Selecting a Custom Method 

From the Main Menu screen, press the Custom Methods button. This will open the method selector 

screen. This screen displays all the Custom Methods that are stored on the local memory. To Run or Edit a 

method simply click on the corresponding button in the same row. If the user choses to create a new 

method or folder then they may press the New button and select the option that is applicable. 

 

 
 

Icon Function 

 
Run—Press this button to trigger the steps in the Custom Method. 

 
Edit—Press this button to edit an existing Custom Method. 

 
New—Press this button to create a new Custom Method or Folder. 

 

Duplicate—Press this button to duplicate a Custom Method. 
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Delete—Press this button to delete a Custom Method. 

 

Print label - Press this button to print label on label printer that can be later scanned to 
open method immediately. 

 

Save custom method – this option allows user to save custom method to LyncStore 
account or to any external storage that can later be moved to different device or same 
device in case of unintended deletion 

 

Import – this option allows users to import custom method either from cloud or from 
external removable storage. 

  

17.1.1 Import and export 

Custom methods are an essential part of the workflow with Microlab 600 device and therefore we 

understand that users require a way to backup and share their custom methods. We provide two options 

for storage of custom methods: 

1. LyncStore  

2. Local Backup 

LyncStore requires to login into LyncStore account from the device (this is described in more detail in 

chapter 12.7). After that, the user can upload custom method and link it to an account. 

Just press the  button and user will be presented with dialog like this: 

 

 
 

If LyncStore is picker, device should be connected to the internet. If it is, the app will upload custom 

method with all steps and settings to the cloud.  
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After this, click  icon and select the “LyncStore 700” option. User will be presented with a popup like 

this: 

 

 
 

Where user can select one of the exported custom methods and download them directly to list. From this, 

the screen user can also remove exported custom method (WARNING: this action is destructive and 

irreversible).  

Local backup and restore works similarly, just insert SD Card or USB stick and user can export data for 

sharing or later restore.  

17.2 Edit a Custom Method 

This section describes how to edit a Custom Method. First navigate to an existing method or create a new 

method as described in Section 6.1. Press the Edit button that is in the same row as the Custom Method 

wished to edit. The method editor will display all the steps that have been added to the method. Each row 

in the table represents a unique step in the method. The details of these steps dictate how the syringes, 

valves, probe lights, TTL ports, etc. will behave in that step. The combination of multiple steps makes up a 

method. A single step can tell the syringe to fill or dispense. An aliquot method would consist of a fill step 

followed by multiple dispense steps. When pressing the Back button, the method is saved automatically. 

The different ways to modify step details and combined steps into a method are described in the following 

sections:   

➢ Modifying Basic Step Details  
➢ Modifying Advanced Step/Method Details  
➢ Looping Steps  
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➢ Validate Method 

17.2.1 Modifying Basic Step Details 

The Basic Step details are the most modified step values and can be controlled by using the change buttons 

in the same line of methods wished to edit. Each change button in the highlighted row controls the value 

for a step. Pressing the change button that corresponds to the valve position will toggle between In and 

Out with the valid valve positions for the current valve setup. Pressing the change button for volume brings 

up a numeric keypad for entry of volume in microliters (µL). A positive volume indicates the syringe will fill 

by the programmed amount while a negative volume indicates the syringe will empty by the programmed 

volume. To add additional steps in the method simply press the blue plus button at the bottom right of 

the screen. 

 

 
 

 

Steps can be moved up and down using the up and bottom arrows in the same line. They can be also 

duplicated or removed using the corresponding button in the same line. 

17.2.2 Modifying Advanced Step/Method Details 

The Advanced Step can be accessed by clicking the small icon button at the bottom of the edit screen, and 

the Advanced Method details by clicking the small icon button in the same line with the step. The Advanced 

Step settings are specific to the Step in the same. The Advanced Method settings are applicable to all steps. 

All the advanced options will default to the most reasonable setting for the current syringes and valves 

selected. For most methods is will not be necessary to adjust these options. Discussed on the following 

pages is a listing of all the available options and their function. The Default small icon button can be used 

to reset all the advanced settings back to their default. 
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Syringe Speeds 

 This will be set to the speed saved in the instrument configuration. If the speed is to be changed, only 

valid speed values will be allowed. Three suggested speed options will be proposed along with the option 

to choose a custom speed. If the liquid is viscous or a custom speed is chosen that is faster than the default, 

there is a risk of the syringe stalling. All speeds are measured in µL/sec.  

Command Delay  

This is the delay between the completion of one step and the start of the next step. Optional values are 

between 1 and 3, 700 seconds. The default will have no delay, so the commands execute as quickly as 

possible.  

Syringe Delay 

 For some applications it is required to start moving one syringe while the other syringe is still moving. 

Since the pump ignores all new commands until the previous command is completed it is necessary to use 

the Syringe Delay for this purpose. Optional values are between 1 and 3, 700 seconds. The default will 

have no delay so that both syringes start moving at the same time. 

Run Once  

This may be toggled to either ON or OFF. A setting ON means that the step will only be executed the first 

time through the method. The next time through the method this step will be skipped. Steps with an ON 

setting cannot follow an OFF setting, which means that the ON steps must be grouped together at the 

beginning of a method. The default for this setting will be OFF. 

Counters  

The Counter will increment for the selected step each time it is executed in the method. There are six 

unique counters, so it is possible to keep track of up to six different metrics. The valid options are 1 through 

6 but the default for the Counter is OFF.  

Trigger Side  

This will allow the user to select which side of the instrument the pump may be triggered from in each 

step. The options are Either, Left or Right. The pump default setting will be Either.  

Valve Rotation  

This allows the user to set the rotation to Shortest, clockwise (CW) or counterclockwise (CCW). The default 

setting will be Shortest.  
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Probe Light Trigger/Busy  

This option will allow the user to control the indicator light on the hand probe. The valid selections will be 

to turn the light to Green, Red or Off. The light will turn on as soon as the step is sent to the pump and will 

remain on until the next step is sent to the pump. The default value for this setting will be OFF so if it is 

desired to have the light on for multiple steps it must be turned on in each step. 

TTL  

This option will allow the user to turn ON and OFF a 5-volt signal to each of the four TTL output pins on 

the back of the Microlab 700. The pins can be turned ON and OFF in any configuration using a series of 

four binary digits (O3 O2 O1 O0) to represent the ON/OFF state of each pin. A value of 0 indicates that the 

pin will be turned Off while a value of 1 indicates the pin is ON. To turn pin 0 On while pins 1, 2 and 3 are 

Off the proper number would be 0001. To turn pins 1 and 2 ON while pins 0 and 3 are OFF the proper 

number would be 0110. The pin numbers are described in Figure 6.1. 

 

Figure 6.1 TTL IN/OUT Pin Diagram 

 
The remaining two advanced features are global settings that affect the entire Custom Method. 

Method Repeat  

This tells the controller how many times to run a method. The setting will default to zero indicating that 

the method will repeat infinitely. Once the last step is performed it will start back at the beginning with 

the first step. This means the syringes must begin and end empty so that over time they will not overfill or 

over dispense. If the desired method calls for the last step to leave some liquid remaining in the syringe it 

will be necessary to limit the number of times the method can be executed to avoid an error. 

Method Trigger Default  

This allows users to choose a default value for the trigger column in the Basic Step details. This makes it so 

it is not necessary to change the trigger value every time a new line is created. The default for this setting 

will be Probe but there are three trigger options available: 

Auto: When Auto is selected the pump will immediately send the command to the pump once 

the previous command has completed. 

Probe: When Probe is selected the pump will wait for a trigger from the hand probe before 

sending the command for the current step to the pump. 

TTL: When TTL is selected the instrument will wait for a change in the value detected by the four 

input pins located on the back of the pump. This can be used to trigger the pump in an automated process. 

See Figure 6.1 to identify which TTL pins are used for input signals. 
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17.2.3 Looping Steps 

 

On occasion, it is necessary to repeat the same step or a series of steps more than once. 
An example of this would be an aliquot dispense where the same dispense is performed 
25 times. It would be possible to duplicate the same dispense step 25 times, but it could 
be cumbersome to modify a method written in this way. The Loop button allows the user 
to loop a single step or a series of steps multiple times. To insert a loop, press the Loop 
icon to insert the beginning and end of the loop at the end of the method. Then move 
the steps that user wants between to be in the loop between the beginning and start of 
the loop. Finally set the number of repeats in the same row of beginning of loop. 

 

17.2.4 Validate Method 

 

When a method is written it is possible to accidently program the syringes to overfill or 
over dispense. The validate button tests the entire method and looks for runtime errors. 
Successfully passing the validation will minimize the possibility of errors when running a 
new Custom Method.  

17.3 Running a Custom Method 

This section describes how to run a Custom Method. First navigate to an existing method as described in 

Section 6.1. Press the Run button in the same row with the method to proceed to the Custom Method Run 

screen. It will only be possible to run methods that were created with the same hardware and software 

that is currently configured on the instrument.  

The Custom Method Run screen will look and function like the Wizard Run screens. The major difference 

is that there are no Parameter Adjustment buttons. Only the indicators are available to show the current 

and future status of the pump. 
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18 Utilities 
 

This chapter focuses on the Utilities of the instrument. In this chapter the following topics will be discussed: 

 

• Download a Method  

• Prime Pump  

• Audit Trail  

• Log Viewer  

• Error Log Viewer 

• Update 
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18.1 Prime Pump 

 

The easiest way to prime the Microlab 700 is by pressing the Prime button on the front 
of the instrument. If a defined number of priming cycles or a custom flow rate is desired, 
the Prime pump button provides an interface to achieve a custom prime. When user 
clicks this item, they will be presented with a screen like this and here the user can enter 
flow rate for both syringes, number of cycles and run prime. 

 

Prime is required to clean the tubes from any air bubbles and by doing that make workflow precise, as 

expected. 
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18.2 Audit Trail 

 

In audit trail, it is possible to see the history of critical changes. It shows events and their 
time stamps. More details are shown, once clicked on one of the events in the list: Event 
ID, Device ID, Original Value, New Value, Comment. Audit trail event is created whenever 
user changes any setting in the app or do any creative or destructive action. 

 

 
 

It is possible to export audit trail. The app will create files on every external storage device, and user can 

transfer data.  
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18.3 Log Viewer 

 

This section focuses on viewing method logs, installing the printer and printing method 
logs. 

 

 

 
 

18.3.1 View Log 

A user may view a log by selecting the Utilities button from the main screen and then selecting the Log 

Viewer button. The files in the Log Selector will be titled using the Wizard or Custom Method name, 

followed by the date and time. To select a file, scroll to the desired file and click on it. In the Log Selector, 

the user can print or view the log. If enabled in Log Settings, all protocols are signed by the user who 

created the log. The user can also print the log or view log or step details. By signing the log, the 

Administrator can either approve or reject the log file. The Log Details button will show the electronic 

signature information, whether the log was approved or rejected, user data, device configuration, 

hardware details, controller data and method edit history. The Step Details will show the details of a 

specific step in a method. If enabled, the electronic signature of the user is inserted to the PDF. As 

additional authentication protection a unique MD5 checksums with date and time of creation of the 

according documents is saved into the protocol log. 

 

 
This Icon indicates that the log file backup was not uploaded to LyncStore 700 yet. 

 
This Icon indicates that the log file backup was uploaded to LyncStore 700 successfully. 
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Sort smallest to largest or from 0 to Z. This button indicates the sorting direction of the data 
below. 

 

Sort largest to smallest or from Z to 0. This button indicates the sorting direction of the data 
below. 

 

18.3.2 Log File Steps 

Click on a log file to show the pump steps of the log file. 

 

 
 

Basic data about each step is assembled into a table with column values as follows:  

1. Step 

2. Left Syringe Volume 

3. Left Syringe Valve Position 

4. Left Syringe Flow Rate 

5. Right Syringe Volume 

6. Right Syringe Valve Position 

7. Right Syringe Flow Rate 

 

This view displays steps of a procedure as well as gives a few functions.  

 

 

Use this function to print a label on label printer that can later be scanned to view log 
immediately. 
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Use this function to create a pdf file from a log. 

 

Use this to view more details about the log file. 

 

18.3.2.1 PDF Generation 

The Microlab device has built-in PDF generator that documents to be created that can be sent to print. 

Press the “Generate PDF” button to do so. User will be presented with a dialog, press yes. 
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The pdf file will be created on removable media, or locally, if there isn’t one. After that the pdf viewer will 

be opened that allows to look at the document created. 

 

 
 

 

To print the document press “…” button:  and select “Print”.  
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After that select one of the available network printers (should be connected to the same network), then  

the document will be sent to printer. 
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18.3.3 Log File Details 

Detailed view contains information about the file as well as MD5 signatures of created log files.  

 

 
List of the available information on this screen: 

18.3.3.1 Step Information 

18.3.3.1.1 Time Stamp 

Exact moment in date and time when the procedure started. 

18.3.3.1.2 Duration 

Duration of the entire procedure. 

18.3.3.2 User Information 

18.3.3.2.1 User ID 

ID of the user that was logged in when the procedure happened. 

18.3.3.2.2 First Name 

First name of the user that performed the procedure. 

18.3.3.2.3 Last Name 

Last name of the user that performed the procedure. 

18.3.3.3 Controller Information 

18.3.3.3.1 Name 

Name of the user at the time of the procedure, which can be changed in Configuration-Log Settings. 

18.3.3.3.2 MAC Address 

LAN1 MAC address of the device. 

18.3.3.3.3 Software Version 

Version of the Microlab 700 controller. 
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18.3.3.4 Hardware Information 

18.3.3.4.1 Type 

Indicates type of the hardware: either single or dual syringe configuration. 

18.3.3.4.2 Serial Number 

Serial Number of the device. 

18.3.3.4.3 Pump ID 

ID number of the base unit. 

18.3.3.4.4 Firmware Version 

Firmware version of the Base unit. 

18.3.3.4.5 Calibration Date 

Latest calibration date. 

18.3.3.5 Device Configuration 

18.3.3.5.1 Valve Type 

Valve type of the device. 

18.3.3.5.2 Left Syringe Size 

Left syringe size configuration. 

18.3.3.5.3 Right Syringe Size 

Right syringe size configuration. 

18.3.3.5.4 Left Syringe Start Volume 

Volume inside left syringe at the start of the procedure. 

18.3.3.5.5 Right Syringe Start Volume 

Volume inside right syringe at the start of the procedure. 
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18.4 Error Log 

 

 

The Error Log provides a listing of the most recent errors recorded by the controller. 
Error log viewer contains a list of all recent errors that occurred during the application 
runtime. 

 

 
 

A detailed view of each entry includes an error message as well as important diagnostics information from 

the device, as well as timestamp when the error happened. 
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18.5 Update 

 

Update Icon 

 

 
 

There are two possibilities to update the software to the latest version. 

1. From internet:  Download and install the latest update from the internet. Make sure the device is 

connected to a WIFI or LAN interface with internet access. Press the “From Internet” button.  

2. From SD card: The second option is to download the desired update from a USB flash drive or SD 

card. The most current version of the Microlab 700 instrument software is available at 

www.hamiltoncompany.com/microlab700. Download the .ZIP update file and transfer it to an USB 

stick. Transfer the entire file; do not extract the files, this process will be handled by the Microlab 

700 controller. To install the software, press the “From SD card” button and select the latest 

version of software from the file picker. 

If the Microlab 700 instrument is connected to internet, and update notifications are enabled, the 

instrument will notify the user about new updates. 

 

 

Note: It is recommended to perform a manual full encrypted data backup of the Microlab 700 
instrument. To create a backup file, insert a USB flash drive or SD card and select the backup 
option in Log Settings. 
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19 Help menu 
The help menu contains following options: 

1. Send email to Hamilton service 

2. Read and browse the user manual  

3. Start a remote support session 

4. Watch tutorial videos 

 

 

19.1 Send Email 

The send email feature allows users to ask device related questions via email and get a response to 

LyncStore linked email.  
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On top of the window the user can choose a proper subject of the support ticket. In the message textbox 

the user can input his inquiry and just hit the send button. The user will get a response to their LyncStore 

700 email account. Note: If LyncStore 700 Offline Server is used, the email feature is not available since no 

internet connection is available. 

19.2 User Manual 

The user manual with Sometimes when working with device the user might want to look up some 

information about the Microlab device. This option will open this exact document. 

19.3 Remote support 

 

This section describes basics of remote support with TeamViewer QuickSupport in Microlab 
700 controller. 

 

 
 

This option opens TeamViewer QuickSupport application that allows to do remote trainings, remote 

configuration and remote service. The Microlab 700 instrument allows remote screensharing via Desktop 

PCs or mobile devices. 
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The user must share the ID that the instrument displays with the person they want to give access to, and 

the device can be controlled remotely by the device on the other side. 

 

 
 

In case of PC on the other side, enter id received into “Partner ID” field to start the remote control. 

19.4 Tutorial videos 

To jumpstart Microlab experience for the user, the app provides a series of videos that explains how some 

parts of wizards work. Click any of the videos to open player and find out how selected wizard works with 

visual instruction. 
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List of available videos: 

1. Streamline Sample and Standards Prep A Hamilton Microlab 600. 

2. DTHP Diluter. 

3. Dual Diluter. 

4. Dual Dispenser. 

5. Dual Syringe Continuous Dispenser. 

6. Dual Syringe Dispenser. 

7. Single Dispenser. 

Video 1 explains benefits of Microlab device. Videos 2-7 visualize wizards. 
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20 Quick Access 

 

Directly in the toolbar of the main menu the user 
has three quick access options: 
 

1. Scan custom method label 
2. Scan log file label 
3. Load favorite 

 

20.1 Scan Custom Method Label 

             

Every custom method has a unique database 
identifier. A tracing label with this identifier can be 
printed in the custom method menu. A label 
printer and barcode scanner are required to print 
and scan tracing labels. 

 

After clicking the quick-access Scan Method icon 
in the toolbar, a dialog opens awaiting the scan 
input of the custom method label.  
 

 

Once the label is scanned, another dialog opens 
giving the user two options: 
 

1) Open the method in the custom method 
viewer and editor 

2) Directly execute the custom method on 
the Microlab 700 instrument 
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20.2 Scan Log File Label 

             

Every custom method has a unique database 
identifier. A tracing label with this identifier can be 
printed in the custom method menu. A label 
printer and barcode scanner are required to print 
and scan tracing labels. 

 

After clicking the quick-access Scan Log icon in the 
toolbar, a dialog opens awaiting the scan input of 
the log file tracing label.  
 

 

Once the label is scanned, the log viewer showing 
the log file details opens. 
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21 Chapter 8: Icon Index 
This chapter will define the function and purpose of the major icons used throughout the user interface. 

21.1 Main menu icons 

 

Quick Start—Allows to quickly start operating Microlab device and perform basic 
functions. 

 

Wizards—Press to select from a list of available Wizards. 

 

Custom Methods—These methods are created by the user to fill a need outside the 
capabilities of the Wizards. These methods enable the user to control all major functions of 
the pump. 

 

Configuration—Press this button to set the Hardware and Software settings. 

 

Utilities—Press to download a method, prime the pump, import Wizards, view logs, export 
the error log and update the instrument. 

 

Help – Includes different ways to find out more info about Microlab device. 

 

21.2 Wizard Icons 

 

Aliquot—Press to enter the Run screen for the Aliquot Wizard. 

 

Serial Dispense—Press to enter the Run screen for the Serial Dispense Wizard. 

 

Dilution—Press to enter the Run screen for the Dilution Wizard. 

 

Titration—Press to enter the Run screen for the Titration Wizard. 
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Pipette—Press to enter the Run screen for the Pipette Wizard. 

 

Dry Weight Dilution - Press to enter the Run screen for the Dry Weight Dilution Wizard. 

 

21.3 Configuration Icons 

 

Hardware—Press to set the Syringe, Valve and Trigger settings for the instrument. 

 

Software—Press to set the Controller, Versions and 700 series pump settings. 

 

Security Settings—Press to select Security Settings such as whether User Accounts are 
Required, Max Login Retries, Key Life Span and the Key Expiration Warning. 

 

GXP —Settings for protocol printers- 

 

Log Settings—Press to set Electronic Signatures, Log Path, Methods to Log and the 
Controller Name. 

 

Users—Press to select Edit, Add, Export or Import users. 

 

LyncStore 700 – allows user to log in to their LyncStore account, change synchronization 
and remote-control options as well as change base server URL 

 

Communication – allows user to connect to Wi-Fi network as well as change settings 
related to external devices, label printers, etc. 
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21.4 Users menu icons  

 

Edit—Press to edit an existing user. 

 

Add User—Press to add a new user. 

 

Export Users—Press to export users from the Microlab 700 to external removable storage. 

 

Import Users—Press to import users from a different Microlab 700 by using external 
removable storage. 

 

21.5 Utilities Menu Icons 

 

Prime—Press to set the number of prime cycles as well as the flow rate of the prime. 

 

Audit trail – allows user to view all the constructive and destructive events as well as 
changes in settings in Microlab Device. 

 

Log Viewer—Press to view and print logged methods. 

 

Error Log—Press to download the Error Log from the pump onto the SD card or USB flash 
drive. 

 

Update—Press this button to update the current Microlab 700 software to the version that 
is present on the SD card or USB flash drive. 
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21.6 Main Menu Toolbar Icon Buttons 

 

 

Logout —Press to logout from the current account (only if user management is enabled). 

 

Scan method – Press this to scan label printed for specific custom method to open it. 

 

Log Viewer— Applications that are frequently used may be saved as a Favorite and recalled 
for use later. This one includes favorites for all the wizards and not just one. 

 

Scan log – use this to scan label printed for specific log to open it. 

 

 

21.7 Wizard toolbar icons 

 

Run—This button is present on every Run screen and functions like the hand probe to 
trigger the instrument. 

 

Favorites—Applications that are frequently used may be saved as a Favorite and recalled 
for use later. 

 

Delete—Press this button to delete a Favorite. 

 

Advanced—Press this button to see the advanced detail of the current Wizard. See Chapter 
5 for more details. 

 

Editor—Press this button to edit the list of dispense volumes programmed for the Serial 
Dispense Wizard. 

 

Save—This button is used to store the current Wizard setting as a Favorite or as a Custom 
Method. 
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Refill—This can be turned OFF and ON at any time. When the Refill is set to ON; the syringes 
will automatically fill. When this is set to OFF, the pump will wait for a trigger before 
refilling. 

 

Hold—Press the Hold button in the Serial Dispense Wizard to repeat the current dispense. 
After the Hold button is turned Off the Serial Dispense Wizard will continue to the next 
dispense. 

 

Used to print label for custom method or log that can be later used to quickly go to this 
entry. 

 

Hold is ON. 

 

Up—Press this button to move a line up in the Serial Dispense Wizard Editor. 

 

Down—Press this button to move a line down in the Serial Dispense Wizard Editor. 

 

Duplicate—Press this button to duplicate a line in the Serial Dispense Wizard Editor 

 

Remove—Press this button to delete a line in the Serial Dispense Wizard Editor.  

 

Add Step—Press this button to add a line in the Serial Dispense Wizard Editor. 

 

Reset—Press to set all volumes in the Dilution Wizard to zero. Since the valid values for 
some dilution’s settings are related, a reset may be required to program the desired 
dilution. 

 

Restart—Press this button in the Titration Wizard once the endpoint is reached to start the 
next titration. The volume counter will reset to zero and the Wizard will start again with the 
initial dispense. 

 

Default—Press this button to change the settings in the Advanced screen back to the 
defaults. 
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21.8 Custom Method Toolbar Buttons 

 

Run—This button is present on every Run screen and functions like the hand probe to trigger 
the instrument. 

 

Pause—When a method is running the user may press this icon to pause the application. 
The pump will stop after the current step is completed. To resume movement the user may 
press the Run button. To stop syringe movements immediately, press the Back button to 
exit the Run screen. 

 

Edit—Press this button to edit an existing Custom Method 

 

New—Press this button to create a new Custom Method. 

 

History—Press this button to see the history of when the Favorites were last modified. 

 

Rename—Press this button to rename a method or folder. 

 

Duplicate—Press this button to duplicate a method in the Custom Methods screen or to 
duplicate a step in a method. 

 

Delete—Press this button to delete a method from the Custom Methods screen or to delete 
a step in a method. 

 

Validate (not validated)—Press this button to validate that the Custom Method that is 
currently being edited can run without overfilling or over dispensing. 

 

Validate (validated)—When this icon is displayed the Custom Method that is currently being 
edited passed validation. 
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Loop—Press to loop a single step or a series of steps multiple times. See Chapter 6 for more 
details. 

 

Up—Press this button to move a line up in a Custom Method. 

 

Down—Press this button to move a line down in a Custom Method. 

 

Method—Press this button to adjust advanced settings that pertain to the entire Custom 
Method. 

 

Use this to print a label for custom method on label printer 

 

Use this button to export custom method from LyncStore or removable storage 

 

Backup custom method to LyncStore 700 or local storage 
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21.9 Utilities Toolbar Icons 

 

Print—Press this button to print a label for log file. 

 

Generate PDF – Press this button to generate a PDF file, that can later be printed. 

 

Export audit trail allows you to put all the info from audit trail into a file in external storage. 

 

Click this button to open detailed view on log file. 

 

21.10 Update icons 

 

From Internet – Press this button to update device from the internet, if there’s a new 
version. 

 

From SD Card – Press this button to update the app from removable storage. 
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22 Microlab 700 Drivers for Windows® 
The Microlab 700 was designed to communicate with a standard PC using the Ethernet port. To simplify 

programming Hamilton Company has provided a Windows® based Application Programming Interface 

(API) in the form of several .DLL files that were included on the CD shipped with the Advanced system. The 

.DLL files can be referenced by most programming environments that are compatible with Microsoft® .NET 

2.0 framework. Common programming languages include Visual Basic®, Visual C#® and LabVIEW™. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Setting the PC to Communicate with a Static IP Address  

• Application Programming Interface (API)  

• Programmer’s Help File  

• LabVIEW™ Example Program  

• Visual C#® Example Program  

• Visual Basic® Example Program 

  

 Important! Before connecting the Microlab 700 to a PC it is important to turn Off the Power Over 

Ethernet (POE). Before turning the POE Off or On the Microlab 700 must first be turned OFF. Next, 

toggle the POE setting by pressing and holding the power button for three seconds during power up. 

The green Ready light will flicker when POE has been turned ON or will illuminate solid when POE is 

turned OFF. The POE state will be stored in memory so the setting will remain when the instrument is 

turned OFF and back ON. 
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22.1 Setting the PC to Communicate with a Static IP Address 

Generally, when a PC is connected to a network it is setup in Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP). 

When connecting directly to the Microlab 700 it is mandatory to set the PC to communicate using a Static 

IP address. In Windows® this can be quickly done using the following steps:  

Step 1. Enter the Control Panel and select Network and Sharing Center.  

Step 2. Click on the Local Area Connection and select Properties to get the following dialog box. 

 

 
 

Step 3. Highlight the Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) item and select the Properties button to bring up the 

following dialog box. 

 
 

 

Step 4. Select “Use the following IP address” and enter 192.168.100.50 for the IP address and 

255.255.255.0 for the Subnet mask. Press the OK button and close all open dialog boxes so the settings 

take effect. 
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22.2 Application Programming Interface (API) 

On the CD that was provided with the Microlab 700 there is a folder named ML700 API. In this folder there 

are several .DLL files that can be referenced in the desired programming environment. Referencing .DLL 

files can vary depending on the programming environment. Refer to development environment’s 

documentation to properly reference the .DLL. 

22.3 Programmer’s Help File 

On the CD that was provided with the Microlab 700 there is a file named ML700API.CHM. This is a complied 

help file that can be opened by Windows® and it provides detailed instructions on the functions included 

in the API. Contained in the file are instructions describing the purpose of a function, proper values to pass 

to the function and the expected return values from the function. 

22.4 LabVIEW™ Example Program 

On the CD that was provided with the Microlab 700 there is a folder named 

\Examples\ML700_LabView_Examples. This folder contains the .VI files used by an example program to 

connect to the pump, initialize, change parameters and move the syringes and valves. To view and edit 

the .VI files will need a computer with LabVIEW™ installed and complete the steps below. It is possible to 

run the LabVIEW™ program without LabVIEW™ installed by running the .MSI file located at 

\Examples\ML700_LabVIEW_Examples\Installer.  

Step 1. Copy the .VI files to a folder on the PC.  

Step 2. Copy the .DLL files in the ML700 API folder to the same folder as the .VI files on the PC.  

Step 3. Open LabVIEW™ and reference the .DLL files.  

Step 4. Open the Connect.vi file and double click on the constructor node to reference the location of the 

MicrolabDaisyChain.DLL file.  

Step 5. Switch computer to communicate with a static IP address as described previously in Section 9.1.  

Step 6. Connect the Microlab 700 to the Ethernet port on the PC and power it ON.  

Step 7. Open LabVIEW™ and then open LabVIEW™ Example.VI. This is the main .VI which uses the subVIs 

to send commands to the pump. 

 

 

 

Note: The default IP Address for the Microlab 700 is 192.168.100.100. If the decision is made to 

change the settings and subsequently the new settings are lost it is possible to revert the pump back 

to the factory settings. Start with the pump turned OFF, next press and hold the Prime button and 

power the instrument ON, continue to hold the Prime button for three seconds. The power LED light 

will flash five times to indicate the pump is reset to the factory default settings. 
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22.5 Visual C#® Example Program 

On the CD that was provided with the Microlab 700 there is a Visual Studio® solution in the folder 

\Examples\C# named ML700_C#_Example. This is source code for a simple application that serves as an 

example of how to connect to the pump, initialize, change parameters and move the syringes and valves 

using Visual C#®. The program can be viewed and compiled by downloading the free trial of Microsoft® 

Visual Studio®. 

22.6 Visual Basic® Example Program 

On the CD that was provided with the Microlab 700 there is a Visual Studio® solution in the folder 

\Examples\VB named ML700_VB_Example. This is source code for a simple application that serves as an 

example of how to connect to the pump, initialize, change parameters and move the syringes and valves 

using Visual Basic®. The program can be viewed and compiled by downloading the free trial of Microsoft® 

Visual Studio®. A compiled version of the program can be executed by running the .EXE file in the same 

folder. 

 

 

 


